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Click the titles to read!

Don’t forget to 
check out 

@Bonjournal_’s 
brilliant bullet 
journal guide

 on page 6

https://www.instagram.com/bonjournal_
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unreadmagazine@gmail .com

@unreadmag

unreadmag.com

@unreadmag

To get involved or any other enquiries 
visit our website or drop us an email:
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Unread is not just a magazine, it is a community; one that is populated with creative, inspiring and 

hard-working individuals. Whether they express themselves through colour, words, sound or visual 

images - they all have one thing in common and that is their passion for creativity. At Unread, we 

aspire to inspire YOU to follow that passion and make time for those very things that bring you joy. 

Life is indeed a fast-paced movie, we have many things to accomplish and check off our list, that is 

why we are adamant in making sure you are continually motivated to do what you love. Whether 

you are inspired by one or many of our pieces, bare in mind that your happiness matters, so don’t 

sacrifice that - if you love writing, painting, designing, making music or dancing - do it and let us be 

part of your journey. 

This month we spoke to many marvellous individuals, including bullet journal guru @bonjournal_ 

who has kindly shared her creative tips to make your bullet journal experience the best! We also got 

the chance to interview ITV filmmaker @Raabia.hussain, who told us all about her journey into the 

media industry and how she let nothing (seriously, nothing!) stand in her way.  

Calligraphist Silent Haych sheds light on his upcoming collaborations and we are so excited to reveal 

the beautiful piece he created just for Unread! Head over to our Instagram page, @unreadmag to 

see his artwork. 

Humanitarian and author Yasmine Hamdi warms our heart with her amazing story working with 

refugees and motivating young people to  be the best version of themselves. Find out how you can 

help her cause! 

A couple of our writers also got to experience first-hand coaching sessions held by life coach 

Henrietta Szovati and art classes held by the founders of Brush and Bubbles.

This magazine marks our 10th issue; a huge milestone for Unread and a flavour of what is yet to 

come - we hope you continue to join us on this exciting journey. 

Lubna

https://www.instagram.com/bonjournal_/
https://www.instagram.com/raabia.hussain
https://www.instagram.com/silenthaych_/
https://www.instagram.com/unreadmag/
https://www.instagram.com/yasmine_hamdi/
https://www.instagram.com/brushandbubbles/ 
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BULLET JOURNALING
-  I N T E R V I E W  -

Liz

Your page is amazing! What inspired you to start it? 
I started bullet journaling to manage the hectic demands of a new job.  It was so 
different from school, that I was having trouble managing all of the projects, meetings, 
and initiatives that I was responsible for. Instead of making my own deadlines, like I had 
done as a research student, my new job had concrete ones, with people counting on 
me. I needed help! So, I discovered bullet journaling and started right away.  I began my 
Instagram page @Bonjournal_ in August 2016 as a way to be a part of the growing Bullet 
Journal community – to inspire and be inspired by others. 

This month Unread had the honour of speaking to Liz! The creative flare 
behind the all too stunning page, @Bonjournal_. Liz is an Analytical Chemist 

originally from Indiana, USA – she recently moved to New Jersey, with her 
wonderful husband and 5-year old son, after earning her graduate degree. 
She spends her free time drawing, painting, and enjoying the proximity to 

NYC. We were lucky enough to hear all about her bullet journaling experience!

https://www.instagram.com/bonjournal_
https://www.instagram.com/bonjournal_
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How did your passion for Bullet Journaling come about? 
After using the Bullet Journal system in its most fundamental form for many months, 
I began to really take advantage of just how flexible the system can be. I started 
experimenting with layouts, time ladders, future planning and goal setting, which took 
my productivity to the next level.  But the moment I became truly passionate about my 
bullet journal was when I realized I could also use it as a creative outlet. I began drawing, 
doodling, and lettering in my journal, and it transformed my life! 

How do you find the time to BuJo? And what motivates you to continue?
Life gets extremely busy. I work long hours, cook dinner, take care of my 5 year old, and 
maintain a home. Despite all of this, I’ve developed a routine that is fairly easy to follow: 
     I set up my weekly goals, appointments and deadlines every Sunday night as an 
activity to wind down before bed.  
     During the week, I write down all of my tasks for a particular day, usually the night 
before.
     The rest of my bullet journaling activities – drawing, maintaining trackers, etc. are 
done while I’m relaxing in front of the TV (and do not necessarily happen on a daily 
basis). 
The great thing about the bullet journal is that it forces you to be mindful of your time 
and “to-do” list.  If you are willing to write that task onto paper, it must be worth your 
time to do! When I first started, I would write everything down, and only complete a few 
of my tasks.  As a more experienced bullet journalist, I have learned just how much I 
am capable of completing in one day, and to be realistic about whether or not a task is 
important.  Also, I love the analog system because I really think (almost meditate) about 
my time and my goals. It really helps filter out all of the clutter! 



BuJo is an art - it requires precision and creativity - was art something you’ve always 
enjoyed?  
Before I answer, I just want everyone to know that there is no need to be creative or 
artistic to maintain a bullet journal. But, it’s definitely a perk! Personally, including beautiful 
art helps me appreciate my pages so much more and is a lot of fun.  So, to answer your 
question, art is something I’ve always enjoyed. I enjoy it even more now that I have been 
sharing it with the bullet journal community in the form of tutorials – I post a weekly “How 
to Draw” series, mostly featuring flowers. It always makes my day to see people creating 
beautiful artwork, especially when they never thought they could! 

When you aren’t BuJo, what are you doing?
When I’m not bullet journaling, I’m usually at work. I realize that seems like a lame answer, 
except I love my job! I’ve always been passionate about science and now I get paid to do it 
every day. At home, I’m building legos or working on art projects with my son, and cooking 
with my husband, Nick. 

What’s your ultimate goal?
Whoa! This is a difficult (but fantastic) question.  My ultimate goal is to live a minimal, 
balanced, peaceful life.  I want to maximize happiness.  Bullet journaling helps me do that 
by keeping me organized in my day-to-day activities and mindful of my long and short-term 
goals.  It really does help me clear my mind and my time to focus on things that I enjoy.

How many BuJos do you have so far? 
I have 3 or 4 journals so far, but I’ve definitely lost track. I opt to end a journal after a 
certain period of time, and not after it’s completely full. So, I often repurpose those pages 
to practice lettering or to experiment with new layouts.  I try to use a journal for 6 months, 
starting in January and then again in July, but sometimes that just doesn’t work out. 



Do you have a favourite brand 
of journals and pens you use? 
I have two favorite brands 
of journals: One is the 
Leuchtterm1917 dot grid, 
which has beautiful pages and 
craftsmanship. But I also adore 
the Scribbles That Matter dot 
grid notebook, which has luxe, 
thick pages and adorable details.  
The only big difference for me 
(other than the weight of the 
paper) is that the Leuchtterm 
has more pages, which can be 
good or bad, depending on who 
you ask!

As far as pens, my favorite brand 
is Tombow. They make such a 
wide range of pens for drawing 
and lettering that are perfect for 
my bullet journal. The MONO 
drawing pens are my go-to 
for creating new spreads, and 
I always use the fudenosuke 
brush pens to make my headers. 

What do you enjoy most about 
BuJo?
There are so many things to 
enjoy about Bullet Journaling, 
but my favorite part is that it 
gives me peace of mind.  When 
I’m stressed about something 
like a project or an event, I can 
create a spread to help me plan 
it all out.  Just getting my plan 
down on paper makes me feel 
better – bonus if I can relax even 
more while decorating the page!

https://www.leuchtturm1917.co.uk/notebooks/
https://www.leuchtturm1917.co.uk/notebooks/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Scribbles-That-Matter-version-Notebook/dp/B072J1V9B6
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Scribbles-That-Matter-version-Notebook/dp/B072J1V9B6
https://www.tomboweurope.com/en/
https://tombowusa.com/mono-drawing-pens.html
https://tombowusa.com/mono-drawing-pens.html
https://www.tomboweurope.com/en/ws-bs-fudenosuke.html
https://www.tomboweurope.com/en/ws-bs-fudenosuke.html
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Bullet   Journal
H O W  T O  S T A R T

 ( A N D  M A I N T A I N )  A

 I N  1 0  S T E P S

On some level, all of us struggle a bit to stay organised and on top of things. We use all 

of our available resources to keep track - the calendar built into your email, your phone 

calendar, productivity apps, a planner, a stack of post-its, or even random scraps of paper 

for notes, reminders, and lists! Having so many organisational resources available to us can 

turn into burden.  Where did I write that phone number? Which calendar did I use to record 

my doctor’s appointment? I completely forgot that this deadline was approaching – why 

didn’t I see this coming?  If this sounds familiar at all, let me offer up a potential solution: the 

Bullet Journal.  I won’t spend time explaining what it is since you can find a great description 

at bulletjournal.com where the founder of the system, Ryder Carroll, takes you through 

everything you need to know about bullet journaling. But, let me distill it down to the best 

part: this system is completely customisable (unlike a templated planner) and you can adapt 

your format even on a daily basis to suit your needs.  Now that I’ve been using Ryder’s 

system for almost two years, let me take you through my tips on how to start (and stick 

with!) a bullet journal in ten easy steps. 

1 )  T H I N K  A B O U T  W H A T  Y O U  N E E D  F R O M  B U L L E T  J O U R N A L

The most basic way to use your bullet journal is a planner to track daily to-do list items.  Do you also 

need a place to plan your long-term goals? How about a place to help you plan, execute, and record 

a new exercise regimen?  Do you also want a place to record your feelings and daily thoughts? 

Whatever you need, it helps to think on it a bit before starting.  If you want to jump right in, that’s 

fine too! You can always turn the page in your journal and start something new. 

http://bulletjournal.com/
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2 )  C O L L E C T  Y O U R  S U P P L I E S

All you need is a blank journal and a pen. If you are a stationary junkie, you may want to consider a 

nice journal and some nice pens, but it is certainly not required.  A common misconception about 

bullet journaling is that you need lots of expensive pens in all sorts of colors, markers, stencils and 

rulers to be successful. And I definitely recommend starting out with the basics, and then building 

up from there (again, only if you want) with nicer supplies.

3 )  C R E A T E  A  K E Y

As Ryder points out on his website, the heart of bullet journaling is rapid logging.  Rapid logging is 

essentially short bullet points with tasks, appointments, reminders, and notes.  A key can help you 

remember the different “bullets” for each type of entry and to also track that status of that entry.  

Over time, the symbols you want to use may change.  Therefore, I recommend putting your key on 

a sticky note in your journal, so that you can change it out as your personal bullet system evolves. 

4 )  S E T  U P  A  F U T U R E  L O G  A N D  S E T  Y O U R  G O A L S

This is probably my favorite part of bullet journaling because it does something that random sticky 

notes and to-do lists cannot: it helps you plan for the future.

The future log is simply a place to record appointments and deadlines that are coming up in the 

next 6+ months.  Make columns or mark areas and write the names of the upcoming months. 

When I schedule my next dentist appointment, it goes right into my future log with the date and a 

description.  If I know that I have a March deadline on my next project, down it goes.  I’ll talk about 

how this future log comes in handy in step 5. 

In addition to a future log, 

I also dedicate a couple of 

pages to some of my big 

goals. I like to split them into 

personal goals (complete 

6-month exercise program) 

and professional ones (write 

and publish manuscript) so 

it’s easier to stay organized.  

As I’ll detail below, I refer back 

to my goals and future log 

every month.
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5 )  C R E A T E  A  M O N T H L Y  L O G  A T  T H E  B E G I N N I N G  O F  E V E R Y  M O N T H

Towards the beginning of the month, turn to a new page and make a list of the days of the month, 

right down the page. Next, turn back to your future log and transfer any appointments or due 

dates that are from that month! I love it, because you don’t have to remember it, your journal is 

doing all of the heavy lifting! Add in other important events/appointments/tasks that you know are 

coming up, and you are done. Your month, at-a-glance, is ready!

You can customize this page in a ton of ways. My favorite way to adapt it is to put the list of dates 

down the middle of the page, instead of to the left.  I put personal items on one side, and work 

items on the other! 

Every month, I also try to break down my large goals into more manageable ones.  For example, 

if my 2018 goal is to write and publish a manuscript, the first step would be to collect the data/

information for the paper.  So that is my goal for the month!  The next month might be making a 

detailed outline of the paper. The purpose of this is that at the end of the year, you are so much 

closer to your final goal.

6 )  E V E R Y  D A Y , 

C R E A T E  Y O U R 

T O - D O  L I S T !

Once your monthly log is 

complete, turn to a fresh 

page and write down the 

day’s date. Underneath, start 

writing down what you need 

to do each day. Use your key 

to organize your entries into 

“bullets” and then mark them 

off as you complete them. It’s 

so simple and easy, but they 

are all in one place. 

You can also use daily entries to record things like what you ate, the weather forecast, or how you 

were feeling. It’s completely up to you. The real beauty of this entire system is that you can change 

it to whatever you want, even day to day.  You can also go beyond creating a list, and create a bullet 

for priority tasks. 



7 )  M I G R A T E  U N F I N I S H E D  T A S K S  T O  T H E  N E X T  D A Y

The next day, migrate any unfinished tasks from your previous day.  This is Ryder’s system, and I 

love it because if I’ve migrated a task several times, I begin to wonder if I really need to do it. After 

a long time using the system, I’ve become more mindful of how much I can handle each day and 

how I prioritize the tasks on my list.

8 )  C R E A T E  T R A C K E R S ,  L O G S ,  A N D  O T H E R  S P E C I A L  C O L L E C T I O N S

At this point, you’ve accomplished the basics of the bullet journal system, and that is really all you 

need. But, if you’d like your bullet journal to do more, you can create “collections.” Collections are 

specialized entries in your journal that help with something specific. The most commonly used 

collection is the habit tracker. You simply write a list of habits that you’d like to track (8+ cups of 

water a day, whether or not you took vitamins, etc.) and you add a mark for each day it has been 

completed.  At the end of the month (or any time period you specify) you can see how you’ve done! 

Personally, I don’t use many 

special collections with one 

major exception: traveling. 

Whenever I go on a trip, I 

set aside at least two pages 

to write down my flight 

information, packing list, 

weather, and other details 

to help me. For longer 

vacations, I might plan 

out what sites to see and 

what restaurants to visit. 

It’s such a fun way to look 

forward to a trip while also 

staying very organized. 

The possibilities are endless for collections – essentially if you can think of it, you can create it!

9 )  J O I N  T H E  B U L L E T  J O U R N A L  C O M M U N I T Y  O N  I N S T A G R A M !

One great way to maintain a great journal is to join the online communities.  There are great 

communities on Facebook and YouTube, but I spend most of my time on Instagram.  Hundreds 

of thousands of men and women share photos of their bullet journals along with tips and tricks. 
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It’s a great place to find inspiration, ask questions, and share your work. You can find me here (@

bonjournal_) but of course you can follow Ryder himself (@bulletjournal) and some of my other 

favorites (@tinyrayofsunshine, @inkbyjeng, and @minimal.plan). There are so many beautiful 

journals; it’s sometimes easy to get discouraged. Worry not! You do not have to be artistic, or have 

neat handwriting in order to make this work for you! But it is definitely fun to see what others are 

up to in their bullet journals!

1 0 )  E X P E R I M E N T  W I T H  N E W  A P P R O A C H E S ,  A N D  M A K E  I T 

Y O U R  O W N

Throughout this article, I’ve hinted that you can do whatever you want with your bullet journal. 

Ryder has given us the foundation, and we can customize to our hearts desire. My favorite way 

to make my journal my own is to incorporate artwork into my pages.  I used to keep a separate 

sketch book, which I would never have with me when I wanted it.  Now, since I carry my journal 

everywhere, I always have a place to draw. Drawing is one way to make your journal unique, 

but it’s also nice to try out new organizational approaches in order to find what is best for your 

productivity.  For example, I used to use a time ladder, which would help me plan exactly what time 

throughout the day I needed to complete tasks.  I eventually stopped needing them, but at that 

time, they were such a handy way to keep myself on track every day. Customizing your journal can 

take many forms – don’t be afraid to try out new things! 

That’s it! I hope you 

give bullet journaling 

a try. Again, I’d like 

to emphasize how 

important it is not to 

compare yourself to 

others or to expect that 

your journal will always 

look pristine. At the end 

of the day, your bullet 

journal is there to help 

you get things done! 

Good luck, everyone. 

Cheers to a happier, 

more organized future!
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B Y  S A R A H  G H A N I

Dearest Daughter

Dearest Daughter
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You are unborn and purely fictional at this moment. The urge to write you a letter has been 

present for months now, despite your non-existence. For some reason, I feel like I owe you an 

apology. It is likely due to the world’s current circumstances and my accumulated experience as a 

young woman of light mocha complexion. Regardless of the complexion you end up with, I want 

to apologize for the silent universal obstacles you will have to overcome throughout your life 

simply because you are female. I wanted to take the time to warn you about those obstacles and 

offer you some words of wisdom. If you are anything like me, you will be too stubborn to accept 

and abide by my advice. You will most likely tackle your problems in your own unique way, and 

learn overtime that I was right about ninety percent of it all. Alas, that is the way of life. 

I want to start by apologizing on behalf of society for all the injustice you are going to face. 

Despite constant and aggressive efforts by individuals in my generation and the ones 

before mine, I do not believe that gender equality and genuine acceptance of diversity will 

be established by the time you are born. It will be hard out there, in the real world. You will 

consistently have to prove your competence in various phases of your life. You can increase that 

amount of effort by tenfold since you will be a woman and one of color at that. For a peculiar, 

completely idiotic reason, some people with a deluded mentality will take your individual actions 

as a broad representation of “your people”. As sad and frustrating as that may seem, I want you 

to set a good example. I am not saying this to appease the idiotic folks or not to stir the water, I 

am saying this so that you can proudly show the world that you are happy in your skin; you are 

just as competent and capable as any other black, white, yellow, purple, Catholic, Muslim, Hindu, 

Jewish, Atheist, Spaghetti-Lover individual out there. Let me tell you honey, there is nothing more 

satisfying than the dumbstruck look on the face of a person that doubted your abilities. 

Now, since you will be the product of two perpetually confused Pakistani beings, I would like to 

formally apologize for the inescapable cultural expectations set by your extended family and 

cultural community. Trust me, I will jump through hoops of fire to make sure you do not feel 

any unnecessary pressure to dress or behave a certain way just because “it’s always been like 

this”. The last thing I want you to worry about is “what will people say”. It’s a dreadful sentence 

to hear throughout your childhood and adolescence. As long as you grow to be a kind, patient, 

and hardworking human being, you’re good. Besides, breaking cultural stereotypes and irritating 

unforgiving culture police is kind of my favourite past time so do not take offense if I use you 

as a vehicle for my own pleasure. I am not saying that culture is the devil’s incarnate. There are 

some aspects of culture that are worth cherishing and experiencing, but when it starts dictating 

your behaviour or going against your core moral values, it becomes a problem. This may sound 

confusing, but I’ll help you untangle it all. I promise. 

My last apology revolves around the coercion you will feel from both society and culture to find 

Dearest Daughter
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What is your favourite 

dish and why?

My favourite dish is a nice 

chunk of cheese melted 

for exactly 45 seconds in 

the microwave. I enjoy it 

with a fork, watching the 

elastic strings being pulled 

in slow motion. 

 

Which dish or food do 

you like as an adult now 

but hated as a child?

I hated eggplants as a child 

because who can trust 

anything purple, right? I 

love it now. I ordered an 

eggplant burger just the 

other day. Health life. 

 

If you are a vegetarian 

or vegan, or allergic to 

certain foods … How 

has this impacted your 

social interactions with 

friends, family, work 

colleagues?

Thankfully the only thing 

I’m allergic to is penicillin,

a very useful antibiotic.

Get to Know: 
Sarah G

a life partner and to settle down. Child, I am literally 

begging you not to feel any rush to do so. There 

is so much you have to accomplish before you are 

ready to dedicate a lifetime to another person. Take 

your sweet time. Go on a road trip with your closest 

friends, focus on your academic career, find hobbies, 

try different foods, do anything your heart desires. I 

have nothing against marriage, and I certainly have 

nothing against love. However, your life can never be 

the same once you settle down. There are very real 

and very adult responsibilities that come with being 

married. I just do not want you to ever feel like you 

missed out because you felt pressured to tie the knot. 

I know some people are unbelievably sexy and all 

you want is to be in their arms, and have their loving 

hands caress your face, but believe me when I tell 

you: you can wait. Do not fall into the trap of sharing 

your soul with someone else before you have had the 

chance to water it and grow it on your own. 

Finally, I just want you to know that I will be there 

for you, every step of the way; throughout the good 

and the bad. I want you to remember that the world 

will not be black and white, as much as you will want 

it to be. However, I will teach you to embrace all of 

the gray. Despite my slight pessimistic outlook on 

everything, I want you to appreciate the beautiful 

and inspiring life you will be blessed with. I have 

apologized on behalf of society, and on behalf of 

culture, but I will never apologize for giving you all 

the love in the world, regardless of the inevitable 

obstacles on your path.  I really hope I get to meet 

you someday. 

Take care until then, you beautiful non-existent fetus.
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HOW TO 
CRUSH YOUR

-   F A S H I O N   -

B Y  A L E Y N A  K A Y A

What is classified as trendy or the right style is based on popularity and acceptance among 

the consumers. There is divided opinions when it comes to what fashion is and means. For 

some, fashion is a passion, while for others it can mean freedom or a way to express oneself 

and show who they are. 

What many people tend to forget is the fact that fashion is what one makes it. Fashion is more 

than just clothing, it is a form of art and how to interpret it is up to oneself. Therefore, there 

should be no right or wrong. Who says that you cannot mix different patterns? Or that you 

cannot combine white with white or wear heels if you are tall. It is very easy to be controlled by 

the various fashion rules, as well as letting the clothes we buy, and wear, have power over us. 

Everyone has, at least once in their lifetime, bought a piece of clothing just because it was 

trendy, and not necessarily because they found it appealing or understood the garment. Of 

course, it is ok to do that, but we should remember to occasionally skip the fashion rules and 

wear what we actually like. 

Fashion Fears
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It is ok to stand out and be different. Crush your fashion fears, and do not let the different 

fashion rules extinguish your spark, and prevent you from wearing what you like. Do you and 

be fierce. Create your very own unique style. With that being said, I would also like to remind 

you that cultural appropriation (CA) is never ok. You may appreciate various cultures, be 

inspired by them and ‘mean no harm’, but to take or imitate different aspects of a culture, that 

you do not belong to, and use it for entertainment or aesthetic purposes is wrong. Remember 

that there is a difference between appreciating a culture and appropriating it.  

Remember your uniqueness. It may sound cliché but there is nobody else like you, so 

why shouldn’t the things you wear be as unique and vibrant as you? 

Get inspired! Search for inspiration in different places. Try to discover diverse colours, 

patterns and people that you might be inspired by! 

Shop at the department that suits you. Sometimes there is nothing that attracts us in 

the women’s or men’s department, but the perfect garment can very much be at the 

opposite side. Go for it! Clothes are not bound to any specific gender, so do not attach 

yourself to the idea that it is. 

Since I deeply believe in crushing fashion fears, I want 
to share my top three tips on how to do it:

1.
2.
3.



The Magic of

-  B O O K  S T U F F  -

NaNoWriMo
B Y  A A M N A
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Having been a bookworm almost since birth—something I inherited from my mother and 

perhaps took a little too far—I’ve always been struck about writing my own stuff. However, 

beyond getting a couple of short stories out there and my essays read out in English class during 

high school, that dream always seemed an incessantly far-off one. 

Being a writer and writing an actual book could be an impossible dream for a lot of people. We 

may be voracious readers, but perhaps we don’t trust ourselves enough to actually let go and put 

our imagination on paper (or, as is more common these days, the screen). 

At the same time, we see so many people churning out book after book, story after story, 

sometimes even a whole series about a world they made up entirely themselves. If you’re anything 

like me, you’d know what it is to be assailed by self-doubts and be frozen when you look at a 

blank screen. 

BUT…here’s the deal. What if a bunch of budding and already-published writers got together 

online—from all over the world? What if they all pledged to write a huge amount of words in the 

short course of a month? And what if they all cheered each other on no matter what?

This, friends, is what NaNoWriMo was for me. This past November, thanks to an incredible 

woman named Janet Kozak (a brilliant content strategist who became my Facebook friend) I was 

introduced to NaNoWriMo for the very first time. If you’re a budding writer or find it impossible to 

concentrate on your next creative work, you should definitely give it a try! 

What is this NaNo?
As a hopeful writer and lover of literature (and poetry), I absolutely adore alliteration. 

Seems like the founders of NaNo do too, since they named November the National 

Novel Writing Month. 

Simply put, in a period of 30 days, anyone who signs up to NaNoWriMo has to write 

at least 50,000 words. Why this staggeringly humongous amount? Well, it’s the least 

amount one has to write in order for their work to be considered a novel. Any shorter 

than that, and you’re in novella territory. 

Once you’ve tapped out 50,000 words (around 1667 a day), you have to copy-paste them 

into the NaNoWriMo site so they can verify your word count. There’s also a way to enter 

handwritten works, so you can go the old-fashioned way too. No, the site wouldn’t be 

saving or stealing your hard work. It all goes away once verified. All that the site has are 

your synopsis, author info, tentative book cover, and the working title. So keep that file 

on your computer. 
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Why a Novel?
There’s nothing wrong with writing a novella or a collection of short stories, of course. 

J.D. Salinger, the author of The Catcher in the Rye, had a novella as the only long work, 

other than his magnum opus, after all. The rest of his work was mostly short stories. I 

was an unrelenting fan of his during my university years, so trust me on this one. 

So, no, nothing wrong with writing less than 50k words in a month,but striving for that 

goal, and actually making it…that’s something huge! For all those busy, busy bees out 

there, this event lets us time-thirsty writers know that it’s possible. We CAN trot out the 

first draft or the notes of a whole novel in a month.

Little Cheats
NaNoWriMo is not jail; it’s not a game where someone has to win. Anyone who crosses 

the 50k line has technically won; and frankly, even the ones that fall short also win. The 

main reward, after all, is all those precious thoughts brought together for us to gloat 

over and make some sense of it if it’s at all possible. 

Then, of course, there is some cheating here and there. If you could call it that. I’ll 

confess right now; I ‘cheated’ on my word count one day. With a spouse writhing in high 

fever, deadlines piling up, and my own PMS, I was content one day to lose myself in 

simply chatting with an old, brilliant student of mine. 

In that conversation, conducted on Facebook Messenger, that girl described a current 

teacher of hers so vividly and in such great detail that I could almost see her before my 

eyes. I couldn't wait, somehow, somewhere, to write about such a character. While a 

teacher did not really figure in my novel’s idea at the moment, I still asked permission to 

copy-paste the long-winded description and potentially use it in my writing. So yes, if any 

of my NaNo peers are reading this, I reached my word count for one day mostly through 

those lines. And yes, it saved me from losing my mind that day, at the very least. 
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Of course, one could technically copy-paste anything and everything into the text box 

that NaNo provides to prove our word count. But what on earth would be the use of 

that? At the end of the day, I knew I had to put in my own sweat, finger taps, and hair-

pulling into this novel…I did that, and I loved every minute of it. 

The Massive Support ?Finding the Right Group?
Actually sitting down and working on a whole novel…is it even possible, in this fast-paced 

life? But when I looked around, everyone was doing it. People with full-time careers, 

people with kids—in short, everyone and their dog seemed to be a writer when I started 

joining writer’s groups on Facebook. 

Having several ideas for fiction writing in my head, I was understandably confused. I felt 

left behind, short of time, and much too limited in my thoughts to ever tap them out on 

a screen. Again, Janet came to my rescue and suggested I joined her NaNo Facebook 

group just in time for the new writing season to begin. 

The delightful support and crazy writing puns were what got me through the month. If 

you can get half as supportive and chirpy tea of writers together during NaNoWriMo, 

the times are going to be so, so fun! We’re perhaps a bit old-fashioned in preferring 

Facebook (at least, I openly admit I am), but any writing group could also be easily 

conducted on Instagram, WhatsApp, or any other social media platform you like. Surely 

we can be confident in the fact that like-minded writers would be hard to find!

Here’s what you should look out for if you want your NaNoWriMo writing to be more 

than just a solitary activity:

Writing Spurts?
Your word count just isn’t getting there? Imagination stuck? Or you just can’t seem to 

plunk down long enough to wrap your head around the story you want to tell? Give 

a shout out to your NaNoWriMo buddies and ask if anyone’s up for a spurt at the 

moment. 

The beauty of this is that you can ask for a spurt at any time of the day—usually, there’d 

be someone who’d love to challenge you to a mad dash for some time. For instance, you 

could challenge them to write as many words as possible within ten minutes. In those 
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ten minutes, your competitive streak would hopefully take you over three hundred 

words. Even if it’s much less than that, you’d at least have inched your way towards your 

goal.

Physical Write?ins?
Yes, the Internet’s a great convenience, but it could still make you feel a bit cut-off from 

reality. You can always look around for a time and place that’s officially authorized by 

NaNoWriMo to host a physical write-in. This is when NaNoers from all over the town 

or city could meet up, have a bunch of laptops in front of them, and get their writing 

done for the day. This would make a space where they could discuss their writing, get 

inspiration, and hopefully make a lot of writing friends. 

My city did have a place for a physical write-in every week in November. However, it was 

a long way from where I live and November was a crazy time anyway, so I didn’t make 

it. There’s also the option of hosting your own write-in with NaNoers you know; if not 

at your place, then a coffee shop near you! It sure sounded like a lot of fun, so do take 

advantage of this opportunity if you get it. 

Sharing the Milestones?
Once you’ve written a certain amount of words, I think 15k or 10k is the first point, 

there’s a fun milestone that motivates you into pushing even further. You’d get an email 

with some lovely pieces of advice and guidance from published, successful authors that 

started out with NaNoWriMo. 

Discussing the Obstacles
I always knew that writing was a cathartic activity, but the intensive writing this past 

November made me realize it was a potential trigger as well. Writing is not just a hobby, 

pastime or even a way to make a living—I feel it’s primarily the act of opening up your 

mind to yourself. And the mind is not always a happy-go-lucky place. Your darkest, 

saddest, most frustrating thoughts and feelings could come out when you’re most 

vulnerable. 
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If you do have a group of writing buddies with you on the NaNoWriMo, it’s good to 

discuss these things and see that you’re not alone. In any case, be warned that writing 

could open a crazy can of worms. My personal advice would be to let out all those strong, 

raw feelings and put them in your writing. 

In extreme cases, if the writing is actually triggering breakdowns, don’t stop, but focus 

on writing something nice; something that makes you happy. For instance, describe the 

sensation of eating chocolate, drinking tea, reading a good book on a rainy night. Let 

your writing heal you even if it seems to be attacking you. NaNoWriMo would make you 

experience all sorts of moods, and it’s just as well to be prepared for it.

The Merchandise?
There's a whole lot of T-shirts, stationery, and even software available at a huge discount 

for NaNoers. This would help us to get into the NaNoWriMo mood and really feel like part 

of a community. Which we are. 

 But what’s even better is that this year we got a nifty writing program called Scrivener 

for a free one month’s trial!  This was the first time I used anything other than Microsoft 

Word for writing. It was so convenient, the way we could make and divide chapters, 

character sketches, and scenes. There are several other writing programs at great prices, 

but they may change from year to year. 

The Books?
Finally, let’s talk about the fruit of NaNoWriMo. Once we’re done with our word counts 

and November is over, we get the “Now What” months. These were, for me, a flurry of 

emails about how we can work on our manuscripts and get them edited, published, and 

marketed as they deserve. 

This method apparently works for a lot of authors and has led to amazing books such as:

•    The Night Circus, by Erin Morgenstern 

•    Fangirl, by Rainbow Rowell

•    Water for Elephants, by Sara Gruen

•    Cinder, Scarlet, and Cress by Marissa Meyer

Ringing bells yet? 
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NaNoWriMo Camp?
I may not have exhausted everything I loved about the official NaNoWriMo, but that 

wasn’t the point. The point, if you haven’t guessed already, is to get writers writing. 

November may be over, but there’s something coming right now in April that could get 

us started on new and running writing projects. This is the NaNoWriMo Camp, which 

is conducted in the months of April and May. It’s a bit less intimidating than November 

since you can work on short stories, poetry, and choose your own word count/pages/

lines, etc. 

So any budding writer out there—you’re highly recommended to go and sign up for the 

camp right this second. Even if nothing comes of it, something may click in November or 

the next year. The writers above are just the tip of the NaNoWriMo iceberg; we just may 

be one of them someday.
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ARTIST
-  I N T E R V I E W  -

Silent Haych

@silenthaych_

Hassan, better known on Instagram as 
Silent Haych, draws a modern-style of 

calligraphy and hand lettering, which he 
combines with some graphic design work 

done on an iPad Pro, using his trusty 
Apple Pencil. Although he’s been writing 
cursive for quite a while, it has been just 

over half a year since he’s decided to 
share his work with the community, 
and we get to hear all about what 

inspires his bright work.

Your work is absolutely brilliant - how did you start calligraphy? 
I mean, I am proud of the work I do, but I’m always shocked by the positive comments I 
get. I think to myself, ‘are they really talking about *my* work?’ So, thank you very much! 
I remember in one class at school when I was 6 years of age, we were introduced to the 
idea of writing cursive - writing ‘joined up’ letters.

It turned out that this session was one of only a few, which was a shame. However, I 
absolutely loved the idea of writing cursive, so I took this on board when I got home. 
I always got my Dad to buy stacks of notepads for me (quite literally), as I relentlessly 
practised my handwriting. I wouldn’t say I was very good back then! 

Although, the passion had been ignited. Lord only knows how much my Dad spent on all 
those notepads. I could (and still do to be honest) quite easily spend an hour writing one 
particular word or letter over and over, with an insatiable appetite to always improve my 

https://www.instagram.com/silenthaych_/
https://www.instagram.com/silenthaych_/
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style. The style would always vary, I even got in trouble at school for my ever-changing 
ways! In one of my exercise books, I had three different styles of writing on one page! 
But I wasn’t to be deterred by my teacher’s frustrations and I pressed on, in search of my 
favourite style.

Moving forward in my life, I found my style eventually, but my further studies and 
professional career meant I would move away from my penchant for cursive writing. 
With Apple introducing their pro line of iPads and Pencil, this caught my eye. The fusion 
of graphic design and cursive, with its endless possibilities, enticed me. So after quite 
some time, the passion had been reignited. Whilst I’ve never really learnt calligraphy 
formally, my joy for cursive writing has set the platform for that, so I’m self-taught.

Tell us more about your projects and collaborations?
I look to draw different styles of font, adding effects and hopefully this is presented in a 
distinctive way, where the audience identifies it as being my style.

Many of my pieces are drawn over photographs; on my Instagram page, the posts are 
exclusively for collaborative work with other creatives within the community. I work 
alongside photographers, using their photographs and combine this with my calligraphy. 
This, expands the theme and creates a story. The story is encapsulated by having a 
guest captioneer (yes, this is a real word now) write up a caption - evoking even more 
emotions.

This has since become The Silent Haych Collaborators Project, and is no longer 
restricted to posting on my page. My work can be found on other creative pages, 
where photographers and writers come together in creating stories, shared with the 
community.

The best photographs display emotion and a story when looking at it, so I try to add to 
that with a little sprinkle on top with my calligraphy.

Who have you worked with in the past? 
I’ve worked with a number of outstanding creatives since I’ve started this collab project. 
Getting people together for one particular post can be hard work, but the results are so 
satisfying.

Notable photographers including; Al Hasan (@alandaway), Shahriyar (@anocam_) and 
Saarah (@saarahrphotography). They are amongst my favourite photographers within 
the community. Their distinctive styles and pure emotion in their photographs bring out 
is incredible. So, working with these guys is a great privilege.

https://www.instagram.com/alandaway/
https://www.instagram.com/anocam_/
https://www.instagram.com/saarahrphotography/
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As I also work with writers and poets, I’ve been lucky enough to have their beautiful 
words on my page as well. Faiza Saqib (@simplyf.s), Taz Latif (@poeticpetrichor) and 
Abdul Jafar (@mynemisjaf) are master captioneers (yes it’s that word again!).

It certainly should be said, I have thoroughly enjoyed everyone’s contribution to my page 
- I am forever thankful for all of their outstanding work. There is a lot of talent out there, 
I hope my page gives other creatives an opportunity to show that.

What do you hope to achieve with these collaborations? 
I’ve found that by working with other creatives, or just spending time with them, we can 
bounce a lot of ideas off each other. Having a regular chat can feel like a never ending 
mental brainstorming session.

This is certainly important, I want every piece to be innovative and fresh. I’d like the 
audience to feel something when looking at my work. Perfecting the technical quality 
of it isn’t enough for me - I want the piece to talk to me, to ask me questions or to just 
make me think.

https://www.instagram.com/simplyf.s/
https://www.instagram.com/poeticpetrichor/
https://www.instagram.com/mynemisjaf/
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Looking ahead, I hope to touch on important topics, including mental health and other 
current issues the community faces.

The way we digest information has changed dramatically in recent years, we spend a 
lot of time on our phones, so I hope my collaborative work can - at least - direct the 
community to important and thought-provoking topics.

I have actually done a piece on domestic violence, working collaboratively with Marzana 
Rahman as part of ‘The Broken Bride’ campaign. Reading about her experience as a 
victim of domestic violence inspired me to produce something significant.
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When you are not creating, what are you doing? 
Truthfully, I’m not up to much! My ideal days are just chilling out with my mates and 
having a cuppa. I’m a bit of a foodie, so we go out for meals as well. The main thing is, 
I’m with people that are good company. Simple really! I absolutely love playing football, 
so I try to kick a ball when I can (stamina permitting!). When my stamina fails me, I’m 
watching my first love; Manchester United.

Other than that, I do enjoy some travelling. I try to visit countries I’ve never been to 
before, but I have a strong connection to my Mauritian heritage. So, every year I visit 
Mauritius. It’s nice to get away from fast-paced London to just relax and take a breather, 
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Mauritius is my go-to. I’m sure most people think of the beaches when they hear the 
name but there is plenty to do out there - oh, erm, my thoughts have suddenly diverted 
to all that good street food. Hmmmm!

What inspires you and your different style of calligraphy?
I seek inspiration by being in different environments. At times, doing my art work at my 
desk can be tiresome. At times, I sit in another room or even get away from my home 
altogether and go for a walk. 

Having started Silent Haych around 8 months ago, for the first few months I was 
dissatisfied. I felt the pieces lacked something. The emotional element that I mention 
didn’t feel like it was there.

A recent trip to Mauritius changed this. I spent some time there searching my mind 
on what direction I wanted my work to take. I came back, refreshed, full of ideas and 
ready to share with the community. Besides, who wouldn’t be inspired by being on 
such a beautiful island, right? Being part of different environments, while searching for 
inspiration, can unlock any creative blocks.

With the different styles, I look at the mood of the photograph and try to mirror that 
with the calligraphy. I enjoy experimenting with different styles, though it doesn’t always 
go to plan! But how else will I improve?

What are your goals in life?
I lead a simple life if I’m honest, but I hope my work inspires young people to take on 
calligraphy and hand lettering.

Around 10 years ago, calligraphy wasn’t so big, now with the accessibility of learning 
tools and new tech, this has changed - I’d like to think I can be part of the group that can 
have an impact on further growth in this field.

Finish the sentence: Creativity is...

Innovating, fearlessly
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Where do yourself in 5 years? 
Teaching the next generation of youngsters on calligraphy and maybe showcasing my 
work at a Live ‘Today at Apple’ event!

I’m nowhere near that at the moment, but I’m not scared to push myself for this, well 
maybe a bit. But that’s okay - all I can say is I’m ready for it. Are you?
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-  I N T E R V I E W  -

FILMMAKER, SCRIPT-WRITER & PHOTOGRAPHERRaabia Hussain 
She’s a filmmaker, script-writer and photographer, who is currently working for 
a major broadcaster in the UK and all over the world, and she just happens to 

be deaf and a BSL user. 

Raabia Hussain works with professionals directing scenes in documentaries 
for ITV’s external commissioners and clients, working with talent (in particular 

children) to create visually driven comedy shorts/skits, pre and post 
production, editing work and last, but not least, running the studio.

"Being deaf means that I live and breathe in pictures, quite literally, 
and this helps me explain the emotions and reactions that humans 

display without thinking. I like to capitalise on that as it’s so visual.”
She’s a big fan of writing with photography one of her main hobbies! Raabia 
created her first film in 2012 – it was called September 11th, as part of BSL 

Zone and grabbed the world’s attention!



“Significantly, for me, this was the day I proved that I CAN do and 
CAN succeed. It literally changed my perspective on life, my courage 
and convictions were acknowledged, my self esteem had grown and I 

now had a path to follow.”
Having secured a degree in filmmaking at Leeds Beckett University, Raabia is 
now working for a mainstream television company with amazing training and 

career opportunities! Read on to hear more about what Lubna gathered about 
this amazing individual…
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You’re a filmmaker, scriptwriter and photographer, wow! Where did your 
journey start? 
Since I was a young girl, I have always dreamed of being a filmmaker and now at 24, I 
am on the journey to achieving my dreams. I studied at the Northern Film School and 
we did a lot of work on productions and writing techniques. It was there that I fell 
hopelessly and madly in love with filmmaking. For me, filmmaking is allowing your 
imagination to become a reality to others.

At the age of 17, my father bought me a Nikon camera and that’s how my affection 
for photography was born. I learned by watching other people’s techniques, styles 
and preferences, reading, practicing and pretty much just playing about. I knew 
then that the camera could capture raw emotion at a specific point in time to be 
immortalised forever - I was well and truly hooked.

What challenges have you faced so far on your journey? And how have you 
overcome them?
One of the first challenges I faced was feeling like you are on your own. It’s rare to 
see equal numbers of males and females in media and even rarer to see a young, 
Arab/Asian, Deaf, BSL user in media - so it can feel isolating at times. Being deaf also 
means that you worry a lot about what you may have missed or might miss, so you 
are on hyper alert, which is absolutely exhausting. We take these added pressures on 
board because I think, as deaf people, we are determined to show you that we can 
do this work and do it well.



You work at ITV? Amazing, how did 
that happen?
When I was doing my degree at 
university, I had to find placements 
as part of my course. I was so 
despondent as I was either getting 
rejection after rejection or no 
responses at all. Thankfully, Esmail 
Patel, who is CEO of DEAF (Deaf 
Education Advocacy Fellowship) 
and also happens to be my Deaf 
mentor, helped me search for work 
experience. 

He understands the struggle of being 
deaf, as he himself is deaf. Then one 
day, I got a reply from ITV SignPost. 
I explained that I was struggling to 
secure some work and was invited 
by ITV to do some research work 
for them. I loved it there. Deaf 
and hearing people exchanging 
knowledge and skills, being creative 
and laughing together. I wanted 
some of that. I kept an eye on the 
usual job sites and when a position 
became available I applied. I was 
interviewed, assessed and tested - it 
was nerve wracking, but I got the job 
and as they say, the rest is history.

It’s amazing to be part of an 
organisation like ITV SignPost, as 
they have treated me as I want 
to be treated - based on my skills 
and ability - and not because of my 
deafness or any limitations I am 
perceived to have.

My journey started at the age of 5. Until then 
I was living in a world of moving pictures – 
without any sound. I was different but didn’t 
know how. Then at the age of 5, I had a cochlear 
implant which changed me forever. 

British Sign Language is my first and natural 
language and even with the cochlear. 

I struggled in mainstream primary school. Five 
years of no personal interaction or learning 
basic things, that others took for granted meant, 
I was lagging behind my hearing peers. Social 
interaction was also isolating. My parents 
fought with the council for a better education 
and accessibility. Even after being turned away 
unsuccessfully, they did not give up on me 
until I got my rights to a proper education. The 
council agreed to enrol me in a specialist deaf 
school, which was 21 miles away from my home. 
Without their support, I would not be here!

The delay in learning to read and write meant 
I had to catch up quickly, pressures a 5-year-
old shouldn’t normally experience, but to me 
it was and would continue to be for the rest of 
my further and higher education and indeed 
life per say. I had copious amounts of speech 
therapy to enable me to pronounce words that 
were intelligible to hearing people. I left the 
deaf school and was mainstreamed. Being a 
deaf person at a mainstream secondary school 
had many challenges - one being the constant 
bullying because I was different. I didn’t give 
them the power they wanted over me. It wasn’t 
easy, but I got through to the other end and left 
high school with all my GCSEs.

It’s funny – people ask about my school 
memories and unfortunately, the first one that 
comes to my mind is a teacher, who told me that 
I wouldn’t reach my potential or shouldn’t have 
any ambitions as I would just be disappointed 
in the end, because I was deaf. She went on to 
say no one would ever hire me. Her sentiments, 
albeit well intended, have burned into my 
psyche making me even more determined to 
prove her and the world they were wrong.



Why writing? 
I love writing all the time, 
I love to create. For me, 
filmmaking is about bringing 
to life the emotions of the 
characters and to explore 
the driving forces that make 
us react. Success is when 
you create something that is 
meaningful - and meaningful 
can mean lots of different 
things to different people.

What would your advice 
be to someone who is 
deaf and thinks that it 
could prevent them from 
fulfilling their dreams be? 
Being deaf or disabled 
doesn’t stop you from 
following your dreams - 
no disability does - only 
attitudes do.

My advice to anyone 
interested in media, 
regardless of your gender, 
colour, race or disability, 
would be to believe in 
yourself (not easy), then let 
your imagination run wild 
and dream as high as you 
want to. After that it’s just the 
logistics. 

Find a learning environment 
that suits your needs and 
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progress from there. 
Finding a network of fellow 
creatives to share and 
discuss your ideas with 
is vital as it reduces the 
isolation which exists in the 
media business. 

My other advice would 
be to concentrate on the 
contributions you are 
making to the world of 
media. Deaf people have a 
unique perspective on visual 
mediums - we live in a visual 
world constantly, not just 
dipping in and out of it, like 
most hearing people, so we 
must capitalise on this rare 
talent and unique skill. Look 
at yourself in the mirror and 
sign three times ‘nothing is 
impossible, I can do it’.

Where have you travelled? 
And where do you hope to 
go next?
Another big part of my 
life is travelling, and I love 
to capture these places 
through photos. I live 
in a visual world. All my 
emotions, thoughts, dreams, 
aspirations, conversations, 
and SOUND are in visual 
form. Beauty and life is in 
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everything we can see around us. I like to capture the scenes or moments that we take 
for granted or just don’t pay attention to as they are always there.

Having travelled around the Arabian Peninsula, Asia, Northern Africa and Europe has 
opened up my mind and vision to the cultures and beauty of other nations. You can see 
the culture and the traditions through the architecture, clothing and of course many 
more things. Seeing through someone else’s eyes can help you understand the true 
nature of beauty from their perspective. I just love meeting new people, seeing how they 
tick and exploring new ways of life that are alien to me. Discovery and learning go hand 
in hand. I still have many countries I want to visit and explore - one day I will have ticked 
them all off.

What’s your ultimate goal?
My ultimate goal is to become a film director, whose masterpiece is shown all over the 
world to cinema audiences of every race, colour and creed. I want to show emotion 
dancing, jumping, sitting and curling up. I want to allow people to see what I see. Dream 
high, don’t limit yourself - I bet Steven Spielberg also had self doubts, but he dreamed 
high, so why can’t the rest of us?
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Finish the sentence: Creativity is...

Creativity is seeing potential 
in every little thing

Where do yourself in 5 years? 
Transporting myself to 5 years in the future, I will have produced a silent film (not 
a talkie) or a film completely in sign. I will have showcased the wealth of talent and 
skill that Deaf people have in the world of media from directing and producing to 
scriptwriting and acting and all the other bits in between. I want the majority of people 
on this planet to have a little experience of what it is like to live in a world where your 
eyes are your constant monitor, your guide, your compass. I want to make a difference. 
I want to contribute, and I want to look back on life with no regrets. This is where I want 
to be in 5 years time.
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AUTHOR

yasminehamdi.com

-  I N T E R V I E W  -

B Y  S A R A

 What inspires you?  
I am inspired by the world around me. When watching the news, talking to friends 
and even scrolling through social media, something always captures my attention 
and gives me new ideas. The people I meet while traveling inspire me so much. I have 
met individuals living in dire oppression and poverty, yet they are so positive and find 
happiness in the simplest of things.

Yasmine Hamdi
A 17-year-old author, public speaker, 

humanitarian and world traveler. Yasmine 
Hamdi believes that we are all capable of 

making a difference regardless of our age/ 
gender. She aspires to help motivate people 
in feeling empowered and encourages them 
to follow their own dreams. She truly is an 

inspiration to all – if you really want to make 
a change in this world, you can! It just starts 

with belief in yourself and taking some action. 

If you’d like to keep up with her adventures, 
follow her on Instagram and blog:

~Yours truly,
Yasmine xx

@yasmine_hamdi

Be brave, bold, and believe in your 
power to change the world.

http://www.yasminehamdi.com
https://www.instagram.com/yasmine_hamdi/
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How would you identify your voice? How did you get into public speaking?
I would say that my voice is unique and versatile. I am passionate about many different 
topics, including wildlife conservation and human rights. At schools, I tend to talk about my 
book and then teach mini-writing workshops to help students improve their own writing. 
At summits and conferences, I generally share my experiences working, with refugees and 
discuss how attendees can be changemakers in their own communities. I started public 
speaking at local schools after my book was published. After some media coverage, I 
received lots of offers to speak at different locations. I have been at it ever since!

 We’re amazed! At such a young age you have done so much. How did you do it!?
Thank you! It definitely is a balancing act. I set goals and tackle them one day at a time. 
Most of my time will go towards schoolwork and spending time with my friends and family, 
but I work on my other projects any chance I get (mostly during my free periods at school 
and on weekends).

What made you help the Syrian refugees and how can we help out?
In May, I watched a heartbreaking documentary about the Syrian civil war. I knew I had to 
help and share the stories of those deemed voiceless to the world. And two months later, 
I was on a plane to Jordan. Refugees are people, who had jobs, homes and cars before 
everything was destroyed. Those stuck in conflict zones fear for their lives everyday. And 
those who have escaped struggle to feed their families and send their children to school. 
The best way to help refugees is to donate. I have started a Crowdrise fundraiser where 
all donations go directly to the non-profit organization, The Syria Fund, and support their 
school for refugees in Jordan. Donations are tax-deductible and are used to hire teachers, 
purchase food/school supplies etc. I update all donors and show them exactly where their 
money has gone. Anyone can make a donation here. 

https://www.crowdrise.com/help-me-improve-the-lives-of-syrian-refugee-children-and-their-families-this-world-refugee-day
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What is the difference between the refugee camp reality you saw in person 
compared to how they are portrayed on tv?
On TV, refugee camps seem cold and distant. In person, they are so real. They are the 
“homes” of hundreds of thousands of people and remain a place of broken families 
and lost dreams.

 From all of the the children you met, who left the most impact on you and why?
Amjad and Asma are two children, aged 13 and 14, who have left a huge impact on 
me because of the way they bravely shared their stories with me. Amjad explained 
that his family actually had no plans of leaving their home in war-torn Syria. But then, 
an airstrike killed his brother. Heartbroken, the family fled Syria and spent three days 
crossing the Jordanian border by bus, before arriving at Zaatari Refugee Camp. Asma 
told me how she witnessed an airstrike kill her uncle and since then, she suffers from 
PTSD and fears planes. She began to cry as she spoke to me, which broke my heart. 
Amjad and Asma currently live in Northern Jordan and are able to attend school thanks 
to the hard work of the non-profit organization, The Syria Fund, and the donations of 
generous people around the world.

What was your favorite part of doing humanitarian work?  
My favorite part is definitely meeting the families. They have lived through atrocities, 
yet they are so sweet and welcoming. Their hugs and smiles are the most rewarding 
thing in the world. 



What are your goals?  
I want to write an international bestselling novel, become a UNHCR (United Nations 
High Commissioner for Refugees) GoodWill Ambassador and work as a doctor in the 
surf town of Byron Bay in Australia.

You’ve also written a book Spirit of the Wind (so cool!), what is it about? 
Spirit of the Wind  is the story of two 12-year-old cousins named Kyrah and Lynn, who 
are vacationing at a seaside camp when they begin to hear strange noises at night and 
discover unfamiliar animal tracks on the beach. Rumors of a dangerous animal spread 
and scare other campers, causing the camp to receive closure threats. Kyrah and 
Lynn embark on the adventure of a lifetime to try and solve the mystery, and discover 
that there is much more at stake than just the future of the camp. The major theme 
in the book is wildlife conservation, and I was inspired to write it after learning about 
the devastation our planet faces, from deforestation to global warming. The book is 
available on Amazon.com.

Are you planning on writing another book? 
I definitely plan to release other books in the near future. I want to write my second 
book about children at war, which will be inspired by my work with refugees in the 
Middle East. There just aren’t enough books for children/teens about the refugee crisis, 
and I really want to bring the issue to light.



How did you get published? 
I had a cover artist and two professional editors help me with my first book, and 
published it independently with Amazon KDP.

You are also a travel blogger! Tell us more! 
So far, I have visited: Canada, Costa Rica, Spain, France, Belgium, Germany, Italy, 
Tunisia, Turkey, Jordan, Palestine, the United Arab Emirates and Guadeloupe. It is so 
hard to pick a favorite country because they are all so beautiful and unique, although 
I’d have to say my favorite would probably be Jordan. I really want to visit Australia 
next, and spend time backpacking around Cambodia, Malaysia, Vietnam, Sri Lanka and 
Nepal. Surfing at sunset in Costa Rica and skydiving over the Guadeloupe islands were 
incredible adventures that I will never forget.

Why do you love traveling? Any tips for travellers?  
Although it isn’t always easy and often pushes me out of my comfort zone, I love 
traveling because it turns me into a citizen of the world. It teaches me to sleep 
anywhere, eat everything and speak different languages. Most of all, I love how travel 
shows me that regardless of our race or religion, we are all the same. I would advise 
other travellers to look beyond the popular tourist attractions. Go off the beaten path, 
speak to people and support local businesses. Be safe, but don’t let the media prevent 
you from visiting amazing places.

What are you up to now?
Currently, I am finishing up high school and will graduate in June. I also have 
conferences and events lined up for 2018, which I am getting ready to speak at.

What quote do you live by and why?

 “Some people are so poor, all they have is money,”
because I truly believe that memories are more valuable than material objects.
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LIFE COACH
-  I N T E R V I E W  -

B Y  A L I A  A M I R

Henrietta Szovati

heartsmart.me

With the advent of internet people and places have become closer like no other 
era. Your doctor, your therapist, your teacher, your client and your coach are 
just one click away. If encyclopedias and libraries were the main thing to go to 
before the advent of the internet, now we start with googling things up, finding 
a mentor or a coach who can direct us and educate us. Teachers and learners 
don’t need to be co-present in one physical space and geographical location. 
With this zest to educate myself, I met Henrietta Szovati through her website 
and later through her social media channels. I booked an online exploratory 

coaching session with her and found her HeartSmart coaching based on one’s 
heart and what it says, at the same time, grounded in a very pragmatic way, 
she takes you by the hand and makes you step-up in a brave way. She is the 

founder of Heartsmart based in London where she conducts educational 
seminars, workshops and coaching seminars both online and offline. She is 

crazy for travelling, too. Her book, One woman’s journey from her head to her 
heart is part memoir and part a journey through life’s challenges. Let’s find out 

more about her and see what she found out on her quest to find herself.

"The longest journey we ever make is 
between the mind and the heart - on 

that path we find wisdom” 
- Henrietta Szovati

https://beheartsmart.me/
https://beheartsmart.me/about/
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What or who inspires you?
I am endlessly inspired by the simplicity 
of life, people who are truly honest 
and authentic in every minute of their 
life. Places and nature inspire my soul, 
miracles of God constantly make me feel 
there is an order in the world. I have a 
secret inspiration that constantly amazes 
me - people who come from humble, 
simple beginnings and step into a big, 
brave place they create with their work 
and life. I admire those the most.

How do you manage all that you do? 
What keeps you moving?
I do not manage any more, I just do what 
I can. I have learnt that putting pressure 
on myself is counter productive, so I 
have a monthly and weekly list which 
I go through with joy, without feeling 
like I have to do something out of hard 
pressure. I prefer softness now.

You are the founder of HeartSmart. Tell us about it! How did you come up with 
this idea and what did you do in 2017 with HeartSmart?
I found myself in a dark place in 2014.  I had a life that looked amazing from the outside 
but felt empty on the inside. So, I decided to go on a quest to find my heart. I moved my 
family to Spain to live in the mountains, in simple but heartfelt conditions and wrote a 
book about it all. In 2017 I dismantled my old ideas of what a good life means and what 
a successful business is and restructured every aspect of my personal and business life. 
I only take jobs that call my heart, I only work with projects that truly reflect what I stand 
for in life- an authentic, real leadership.

Can the heart ever be smart? Isn’t it an emotional piece of lump?
Not at all! The heart has two aspects- the physical heart is, indeed, an organ but our 
spiritual heart is the core of who we are, our essence, our character. Searching for this is 
the purpose of life.

After we were conceived in our mother’s womb a tiny little black dots start pumping. No 
scientist knows to date what makes that dot beat, without the brain and the nervous 



system, but it does and it is the beginning of our life! That’s the heart! It has its own 
neuron system and makes decisions before the brain can articulate it. So tell me, is it a 
coincidence that we have an organ that thinks and works independently. 

One of the feathers in your cap is being a writer. This thinking and working organ 
that you mentioned right now, “the heart”, how do you use it to express yourself 
in writing?

What comes from the heart reaches the heart- I 
believe you cannot write meaningfully unless 
you bring full heart awareness  to yourself. 

I have a practice every morning: breathing and meditating. That allows me to access my 
state where I am no longer bothered about the world, what people might think of my 
writing or how I am going to construct a sentence. I just let my hand move and allow 
the words to come through. Once that is done, I can work on the edits. I find reading 
therapeutic for my heart when it comes to writing. I read Natalie Goldberg, David Whyte, 
Julia Cameron and others to inspire me to find topics that are relevant and speak to 
everyone.

Tell us, why do you write?
Writing is the place for my soul where I find truth about everything. When I do not 
understand something, I go on a quest and write about it. Writing for me is the place of 
clarity and conviction. It helps me formulate my thoughts and life in a way nothing else 
does. It gives me confidence and a voice that would be lost otherwise. It gives me my 
backbone. 

What led you to write your biography?
When I do not understand something, I write about it. I felt I did not understand myself, 
therefore I embarked on a book about it. It was healing for me, more than anything 
else. Whilst writing, I felt like I was fighting off my demons of being scared, invisible, too 
fearful of offending other people, always being the good girl...all those things needed 
to be worked through and my book was really about fighting them off for good. I think 
every autobiography is a healing journey and what makes it special is that we can do it 
alone while becoming visible in the world.



You are a teacher too. How would you describe your teaching philosophy?
I do not teach, I educate. I have home educated my children because I believe their 
heart was at stake when I left them to impersonal institutions that do not care about the 
depth that resides in every student’s heart.

You are an avid traveler. Tell us about what traveling does to you as a person?
I cannot even begin to describe what travel does to me; it is a huge freedom I cannot 
find anywhere else. Being free from a boring routine, in a place that is unknown to me 
turns me into a queen of spontaneity and adventure, which I crave from time to time. 
I become an anthropologist when I travel and just love spending time with people, 
learning about how they live, love and bring up their children.

Which are your favourite cities?
Fez (Morocco), Ronda (Spain), Santa Fe (USA), Le Puy en Vale (a small village in France), 
Tioman Island (Malaysia), Singapore, Faro (Portugal), Sicily.

Tell us three interesting facts about you.
I hate fake conversations and people; I eat cheese every day; I only have one wardrobe 
for my clothes. If it gets full, I give things away for charity.

What advice would you give to young people?
Everything in life is a lesson to help you find your own heart. Do not be scared of 
searching, that is the only thing worth doing in life. Everything else is just a distraction.
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-  M E N T A L  W E L L B E I N G  -

Art Therapy
How the Arts can assist in treating mental health issues

By Kelly Mubarik
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Art therapy is a clinically recognised form of treatment that aims to help individuals explore 

and cope with personal health issues, including mental health issues through the use of art. Art 

therapy doesn’t just include painting and drawing. Different forms of art are used such as dance, 

music and drama with the aim to establish and resolve mental health difficulties.

Art therapy can be provided through a number of settings, including individual and/or group work.

Art therapy can be provided by trained therapists in the following forms:

What is Art therapy?

Types of Art therapy?

Visual art therapy

Music therapy

Dance therapy

Drama therapy

As an artist and a psychology graduate, I have always been intrigued by Art therapy. At one 

stage in my life, becoming a qualified Art therapist was my ultimate goal. I just loved the 

concept of alleviating health issues non-verbally, through art! With the growing popularity of 

adult Colouring books to help provide peace and calm in our lives, it begs the question, is 

therapy using art to deal with mental health issues used enough?



The beauty of any form of art therapy is that you do not need to be artistic or particularly 

talented in arts, nor do you require any experience to find art therapy useful. It isn’t about the 

quality of the work produced that matters, it’s about using what you have created to explore your 

emotions and understand yourself better. This helps highlight the root causes of mental health 

issues and provides the therapist with an insight into the best treatments for you. 

Sometimes, it can be difficult to explain what’s on your mind. Art therapy is a fantastic way 

of expressing your feelings, without using words. Therapists will encourage and help you to 

produce a piece of art, whether it be a painting, a piece of music or a dance routine to help you 

put your feelings, thoughts and emotions into words. 

Your therapist will then work with you to analyse the work you have created and how your piece 

could possibly relate to your feelings and experiences. Without realising it, the piece or pieces 

of work you have created could offer a powerful insight into how particular feelings, experiences 

or memories have evolved to become the cause of certain mental health issues. Your therapist 

may then guide you through the best and most suitable treatments based on issues uncovered 

throughout your therapy.

Art therapy, like any form of therapy, may not work for everyone. However, it can be particularly 

powerful for those of us who find it difficult to talk about what is on our mind. It can also be 

a great alternative for individuals who simply cannot communicate through words, such as 

children, or those with physical or mental impediments preventing them from doing so.

How can Art therapy help treat mental 
health issues?



In the UK, Art therapy is offered through hospitals, private practices and therapy centres. Speak 

to your Dr or GP about the services that are available to you.

NHS has a great website that provides lots of useful information for anyone interested in joining 

the profession in the UK.

Where can I find out more information about 
receiving Art therapy?

Where can I find out more information about 
becoming an Art Therapist?

https://www.healthcareers.nhs.uk/explore-roles/allied-health-professionals/roles-allied-health-professions/art-therapist
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ART CLASSES
-  I N T E R V I E W  -

B Y  A M R I TA

Brush and Bubbles
I’d like to think of myself as a creative person (I am out here making content after all), but 

when it comes to sitting down in front of a canvas with a paintbrush in hand, I probably have 
as much artistic talent as Paris Hilton (sorry if you’re a fan).

Nevertheless, I had the pleasure of being invited to one of the newest classes on Instagram 
earlier this month - Brush and Bubbles. It’s a painting class (which I won’t lie, immediately 
made me think there is no way I’m going to be any good at this) but when I saw it included 

some bubbly, I shrugged and thought what’s the worst that can really happen (if anything, the 
prosecco will probably make me think I am better than I actually am!). 

@brushandbubbles brushandbubbles.com

https://www.instagram.com/brushandbubbles
https://www.brushandbubbles.com/ 
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I brought one of my friends along with me to a class in Putney (they also host classes around 
Chelsea and Central London). The location was on the top floor of the View94 restaurant 

and barwith a fantastic view of the riverfront and docked boats. When we arrived, we were 
greeted with a smile and handed our glasses of bubbly. The sun was shining, prosecco in 

hand – I was ready to get started.

Lara and Tiffany (the owners and creators of Brush and Bubbles) introduced themselves to 
the group and the class then began with a local artist, who demonstrated step by step how to 
create your masterpiece. In total, the class ran for approximately 2 hours and honestly it was 
such a great time. You had free reign to add your own artistic touch to the canvas and were 
fully supported if you had any difficulties. One of my favourite parts was actually the music. 
The playlist ranged from classic childhood songs from movies like Matilda to old school 90s 

tracks, which all added to the fun ambience.

I had the pleasure of sitting down with Lara and Tiffany after the class to get an insight on 
what it was like for them starting up their own business and what inspired them to encourage 

creativity in others.

Amrita: “Hey guys – so you started Brush and Bubbles off in April last year which is 
amazing, but prior to this how did you both meet?”

Lara & Tiff: “Well we actually met at an audition 3 and a half years ago in Liverpool and 
ended up nattering away back to London on the train. We remained really good friends 
since then and came up with the idea of Brush and Bubbles last year.”

Amrita: “In your own words, what is Brush and Bubbles all about? And how did you 
come up with the idea for it?”

Lara & Tiff: “For us it’s not a serious painting class – we want it to be about having fun. 
It’s a place where people can come and be creative, have a glass of bubbly, be with 
friends and have an opportunity to do something different in London. It also takes you 
away from the computer screen, that now seems to be a part of our everyday lives. 
People don’t always have the time to do something creative so it’s a nice couple of hours 
you can just give to yourself.”

https://www.brushandbubbles.com/aboutus
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Amrita: “How did you first spread the word when you came up with the idea and 
concept of your classes?”

Lara & Tiff: “A lot of it was telling friends and family to come along, but it was one of 
those things where as soon as you said, ‘oh painting and prosecco’ they were like yes 
we are there! So, it wasn’t too much of a hard thing to sell. Other than that, we dedicate 
time each day to our social media to try and find the sort of people who we think would 
like to come and send them a quick message about what we’re doing which seems to 
work well.”

Amrita: “I think it definitely does – I mean that’s how I ended up here and I thought 
it looked amazing! Where did you get your inspiration from?”

Tiff: “Lara and her whole family are painters and artists – I’m good at the Bubbles aha! 
So, we thought why not put them together?!’
Lara: “And there we go! That’s why we are Brush and Bubbles!”

Amrita: “I think I’m more of the Bubbles kind of girl myself – painting skills are 
quite questionable haha. What was the 
hardest part of setting up your own 
business?”

Lara & Tiff: “It’s a lot of work and 
time consuming but because 
it’s our passion and we enjoy 
it, it doesn’t ever seem too 
hard. It is hard work but it’s 
fun. Trying to spread the 
word is probably the most 
difficult thing.”

Amrita: “Any words of 
advice for anyone wanting to 
set up their own business?”

Lara: “Go and do it!! We kind of just 
had the idea and then went for it. We didn’t 
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think ‘oh we won’t have enough money for this etc’ we 
just invested our own money and went for it. You 

definitely have to love what you’re about to start 
because it will take up all of your spare time to 

start with. We’re lucky because we had each 
other and we get on so well – we basically 
finish each other’s sentences now. If you are 
planning on starting something with someone 
else – just make sure it’s the right person.”

Tiff: “It’s really easy to say ‘oh I’ll do it next year’ 
or ‘I don’t have enough money yet’ but you’ll 

never have enough money or time to do it, so 
just go for it. We both tried to start other businesses 

before this, so we obviously had this burning desire to 
create something and it’s one of those things where you try it and if it doesn’t work, 
you let it go. You try and you move on. We both did that with a few things and now 
we’re here!”

Amrita: “So how long did it take you – from the first idea about Brush and Bubbles 
to your first class coming about?”

Lara: “It wasn’t that long to be fair. We did our first class with friends and family in order 
to get honest feedback to see how it all ran. We then just put some dates in and just ran 
with it. It was probably a few months after the initial idea. It started off a little quiet, so 
we were dragging along our boyfriends and mums to fill the seats.”
Tiff: “It’s really nice now though because we are selling out classes.”

Amrita: “It’s great to see how it’s picked up for you both in such a short space of 
time. It’s really empowering to see other young women pursue their passions and 
just take the leap without letting other things hold them back. Where would you 
want to take Brush and Bubbles? What level would you like to reach?”

Lara & Tiff: [Both shout] “Worldwide! Haha!”
Lara: “Ideally we’d both like to add more classes to London and expand to other places 
in the UK which is the plan.”
Tiff: We think it would work really well in other cities, so it would be nice if we could 
expand to different areas – who knows! We are just really enjoying it and we meet some 
amazing people everyday.”



Sitting down with Lara and Tiff was a great way to end the class. They were funny, confident 
and great business women. I would definitely recommend doing one of their classes, and 

generally, to step out of your comfort zone now and again. Take a break from the hustle and 
bustle of everyday life and spend an hour or two on yourself – you might even find a hidden 

talent you didn’t know you had. 

As Maya Angelou said “You can’t use up creativity, the more you use, the more you have”.
Don’t forget to follow them at @brushandbubbles and support the hustle. I hope this 

interview was helpful and that it inspired you to also take that leap of faith and bring your 
ideas to life.

Also - if there’s any other places you’d like me to review/ try out then contact me at 
@Amritathind_xo on Instagram.

Amrita Thind
xoxo

https://www.instagram.com/brushandbubbles
https://www.instagram.com/Amritathind_xo
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PHOTOGRAPHER, WRITER & FILMMAKER

@Kashmirthroughmylens

-  I N T E R V I E W  -

What was the inspiration behind starting this page?
Kashmir is the inspiration. I wanted to showcase the Kashmir that people generally are 
not aware of, a lot of that has to be blamed on the media. Kashmir is like that multi-
faced diamond whose every side is equally beautiful, regardless of the pressure and 
struggle it’s faced! Every Kashmiri has suffered during the turmoil irrespective of faith. 
There’s no comparison between who suffered more and who suffered less. All through 
the years, there were mothers who relentlessly waited for sons who never returned 
home, houses were burnt, families were forced to leave, yet there were and are two 
forces which have walked alongside the people of Kashmir - hope and courage. 

Hope - for a peaceful Kashmir.

And courage to see Kashmir go through hell everyday, to experience it firsthand, but 
come out stronger nonetheless. That hope, that courage and those people of Kashmir 
are what inspire me.

Amir Wani
Founder of @Kashmirthroughmylens, 
Aamir Wani, was born and raised in 
the beautiful natural beauty, Srinagar, 
Kashmir. Having completed his school 
education in Srinagar, Aamir ventured 
to the UK to study further. After 
completing his studies, he worked for 
a period of time and later returned to 
Kashmir, where he is now a full-time 
photographer, writer and a filmmaker.

B Y  S H U M A I L A

https://www.instagram.com/Kashmirthroughmylens/
http://www.instagram.com/Kashmirthroughmylens
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What did you hope to achieve through this page?
There’s a mindset that has been made among people that Kashmir is not safe for travelling or 
Kashmiri people are not friendly towards Indians, which is completely wrong. I am not saying 
everyone thinks like that, but a good majority does and that is what I aim to change. I want 
to change people’s perception of Kashmir. I want people from the outside to come and visit 
Kashmir and see it for themselves, that it is as safe as any other place in the world.

I started @Kashmirthroughmylens to tell stories from Kashmir – not just about the places, but 
of the locals’ too – irrespective of their faith. What people see, they often believe and with the 
help of @Kashmirthroughmylens, I believe it is a step forward in changing people’s perception 
of Kashmir.

How has your passion helped your community?
I’ve been getting a lot of positive feedback from people; many of them have told me that they 
were hesitant about travelling to Kashmir but only after coming across my work did they 
decide to visit and when they returned, they told me that they would definitely want to visit 
again. This fills me with joy. I request everyone who is sceptical about visiting Kashmir to come 
and see for themselves how beautiful it is and how Kashmiris will make you feel right at home.

How have your passions inspired you?
Over the time I have learnt that every little counts. If seen on a larger scale, my work is 
minimal, but when I receive messages from people about how I have changed their thoughts 
and opinions about Kashmir through my work, honestly that’s the only thing that matters 
then. It may start from one person, but there can be no end to positive change if you are 
willing! If you want to change something, take the responsibility on yourself and start doing it, 
no matter how big or small the problem is.

How does it feel to win the title of travel photographer of 2017?
It feels amazing! I am the only Kashmiri travel photographer to receive an award of that 
stature, so, it means a lot. Allah has been kind to me. I never thought I would be a professional 
photographer as it had always been a hobby but hard work, dedication and passion make 
dreams come true.

Any specific reason behind the name of your page?
The reason behind the name was the thought to show Kashmir the way I see it, the way I have 
always seen it. Hence, Kashmir Through My Lens.

What advice would you give to anyone hoping to start a photography travel account?
Hard work, dedication and passion make dreams come true. My motto! Always believe in 
yourself. Yes, it is difficult initially, but when you know this is what you want to do then go for 
it, don’t give yourself other options.

https://www.instagram.com/Kashmirthroughmylens/
https://www.instagram.com/Kashmirthroughmylens/
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-  T R A V E L  T H O U G H T S  -

Thank You 
Amsterdam

… and it’s time for another bittersweet farewell. As my one year of studying comes to an end, I bid you 

farewell dear Amsterdam. You have given me so much, more than I expected and I have only words of 

gratitude towards you. You have shaped me in a way I could never have imagined whilst allowing me to 

uncover your various facets, which stretch far wider than the common stereotypes which plague your 

name.

I thank you for providing me with one of the best European universities in social sciences; which enabled 

me to chase my academic dreams, cultivate a critical mind and gain great theoretical knowledge. Yet 

I go back home with much more than a Masters’ Degree. I go with an increased confidence and a 

conviction that I have a story to tell and that there are people out there, who actually want to hear it.

I thank you for sharing with me your marvellous settings, quaint streets, lush green parks, cultural 

heritage and fairy tale-like canals, permitting me to call them my own - even if it was for just a few 

months. I thank you for your crazy bike lanes, which I initially dreaded but soon became comfortably 

familiar with. I thank you for my humble abode of a student housing, a place which taught me how 

to become independent and self-sufficient through a million and one lessons, like changing bulbs, 

thawing of freezers, burnt meals (which set off the fire alarm of the entire housing - sorry guys!) as well 

as shrunken clothes out of the drier.

I thank you for giving me the time and avenues to discover my passions, which I had long lost or not 

yet discovered; such as the love for cooking, hosting and feeding loved ones, the love of writing and 

reading, roaming the markets for the best and freshest produce in town – simply enjoying my own 

company.

But most of all Amsterdam, I thank you for all the people you have put on my path in these 12 months. 

I thank you for all those who assisted me during my studies, for those who believed in me when I 

lost faith in myself, for library buddies, for my various flat mates who found me brewing coffee in the 

kitchen at all odd hours of the morning and night. 
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I thank you for all those who welcomed me in their families and their homes. I thank you for those who 

welcomed me in their hearts and lives as if we have always been together and as if we would never 

part. I thank you for the Missionaries of Charity, who taught me how to lovingly tend to the needs of 

people in a ‘seemingly rich’ city like Amsterdam whilst also teaching me that we all have wounds which 

need tending to - be it volunteers or service users. I also thank you for providing me with a community 

of young people with whom I could share and walk my journey of faith with. Guys, you are simply too 

many to mention individually but you know who you are. So THANK YOU all. I must admit I leave with a 

heavy heart, I am not really good at goodbyes. But I firmly believe that we meet the people we need at 

the right time, so despite the sadness brought about by the separation, I feel all the more grateful for 

all you who have accompanied me throughout this year.

Finally, Amsterdam I thank you for allowing me to live so fully and with such great intensity. I thank you 

for letting me call you home for a year, but it is time for me to let go and move on with the lessons that 

have moulded me into who I am. Last year I left Malta as a girl – I now return as a woman, prepared 

for the future ahead! 

So all I can say is: Thank You!  :) M’Giulia 
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I N S T A L M E N T  1 -  T H E  S O U L  O F  T H E  Y E L L O W  T R A M

When I think back about my first time in Lisbon, the image I have in my head is 

that of the yellow tram. It looked ornamental almost like a model toy, whereas 

in fact it is still being used as a method of transport. As I walked through the 

narrow streets of Alfama, rubbish bags punctuated its pavements. There 

was an aftertaste of New Year celebrations that almost made the area look 

neglected, forgotten. Ironically, it is a place I can’t forget.

Walking down many of the streets in Alfama, the yellow tram made another 

appearance. A small opportunity of light from inside with several heads gazing 

out. Then, I saw two teenage boys holding onto the back of it. I felt my invisible 

laughter surface, wrapped up in a bona fide connection of what it feels like to 

be an adolescent. I instantly felt drawn to the city’s contrasts. Lisbon felt as if it 

wasn’t hiding anything, there was the historical landscape of Alfama and Barrio 

Alto. However, it also had a scratched surface. 

After the trip, I read Fernando Pessoa’s poetry collection, ‘I have more souls 

than one’, a small anthology of his poems written using four separate alter 

egos. Travelling allows one to take on another alter ego, a character you 

become, even the role of a traveller, the curious one, the one with your eyes 

open wider. There was resonance I shared with Pessoa. He used the English 

language as a preferred way of writing and now I am somewhat attracted, 

drawn and I feel identified with his Portugal.

The Saudade

B Y  L I A M  A N T H O N YDiaries



 But, this is now. Reading Pessoa or investigating about Portugal is the only 

conversation I have that doesn’t involve my experience. I use these tools as a 

source of romantic geography to take me back to when I was once in Lisbon. 

The more I read, the more I am back. I miss Lisbon, or I should say ´tenho 

saudades’.  To miss it? To long for it? Unsure about the lexical choice I have 

made.  My mother tongue, a fuzzy film covering up the words, or lack of words 

I can use to convey a feeling. Saudade, however does the job my own language 

is almost incompetent to do. 

About Liam

Liam Anthony is a writer and teacher 

from Manchester, UK, who lives in 

Spain with his partner and their two 

cats. His works consists of poetry 

and non-fiction and he is currently 

working on his first collection of 

poems. Liam’s work is heavily inspired 

by his life in Spain, identity, travel and 

personal experiences. 

@liam.ant

https://www.instagram.com/liam.ant
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-  T R A V E L  G U I D E  -

    DAY  O N E    |    DAY  T WO    |    DAY  T H R E E    |    DAY  FO U R    |    DAY  F I V E 
M O R N I N G

A F T E R N O O N

N OT E S

London
Hello! Whether it’s a family holiday, a short city break or a tour around a few countries, it is not always 
easy planning a trip beforehand or whilst you’re there. So, to save you some time, I have put together 
an itinerary table that will allow you to manage your time effectively and get the best out of your trip. In 
the next Unread travel series, London, (England) is checkpoint number nine.

Having written tour guides about multiple cities abroad, I thought it’s high time I wrote a guide for the 
country I call home. London. The largest city in the whole of United Kingdom, and the capital of England!

London Eye
& Palace of 

Westminster

Big Ben &
Tower of
 London

National 
Gallery

Camden,
Bricklane & 

Soho

Buckingham Palace 
& Shakespeare 

Globe

British Museum
& Tate Modern

Tower Bridge &
Sea Life London 

Aquarium

Madam Tussaud’s
& Hyde Park

Kensington Palace &
Kensington Gardens

Oxford Street,
Harrods &

Covent Garden

Victoria & Albert 
Museum

The Shard 
River Thames

London 
Dungeon

Millennium Bridge
& St Paul’s 
Cathedral

Piccadilly Circus
Trafalgar Square & 
Leicester Square

Visit https://www.visitlondon.com/ to get additional details about sightseeing, events, travel deals, tickets and tours. 

If you are visiting London during the rainy season, keep an umbrella with you. Also, the best way to travel around 
London is via underground, which gets very busy during the peak time! 

E V E N I N G

T R AV E L ,  E X P LO R E  &  E N J OY !  Happy Holiday! Your travel guide,

Momina

London! A city so rich in history, culture, and architecture – I have adored this city ever since I 
was kid. Whether it’s exploring the shopping centres, attending events, going to Oxford street 
during the Christmas season, going for a delightful afternoon tea, visiting the theatre, walking 
from one landmark to the other, enjoying museums or capturing the remarkable historic and 
modern architecture – there’s always something new to do in London! Like every city, London 

is another favourite and of course, very special to me. 

https://www.visitlondon.com/
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Afghans were populating the aeroplane as if it was an immigration centre; the sea of the 

British green lands slowly became microscopic as the plane lifted into the atmosphere. 

Everyone on the aircraft was greeting each other, and with the sights of traditional 

garments, the sounds of Afghani chants and smells of cardamom tea, it felt as if we had 

already landed.

After a long-haul flight of 12 hours, the plane finally descended. From my window, I could 

see the peak of the towering mountains - it was Kabul, Afghanistan. There were no green 

pastures here, only dry lands.

Voices of laughter and anticipation lifted as the plane landed harshly on the rocky, barren 

land, “Yak chak-chak’’ – everyone on the plane applauded. As I stepped down the air stair, 

the heat wave marched towards me like a soldier, and the dusty air targeted my lungs.

I waited outside the airport until my auntie collected me in her car. On the journey to 

my her house, we passed smashed up houses and graveyards; evidence of over three 

decades of war. As we were driving through each street, Afghan soldiers were fully armed 

making it seem as if I had entered a war. Five minutes from my aunties’ house we were 

stopped by a hammering sound on the car’s window which turned out to be a beggar, this 

became a norm throughout the journey.

-  T R A V E L  T H O U G H T S  -

24 HOURS IN

LIMBO
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When we reached my aunt’s house, I stepped out of the car and walked on the motherland; 

with each step my feet sunk into the searing stones. As I looked around, I found I was 

amongst shoppers who buzzed through the streets. As I continued walking, the swarm of 

flies were indulging themselves in the cluttered waste left by the peckish Afghans. The stalls 

of fruits, seeds, kebabs and sweets were infusing the air with their delicious sensations, 

which conquered my taste buds. Beaten by the heat, I decided to buy one skewer of 

kebab, little did I know my stomach would get exposed to bacteria, uncleanliness and 

infirmity. I shivered with nausea; the succulent meaty flavour I ingested transformed into 

a sour taste which then began to purge out.

Nevertheless, I decided to carry on exploring the city of Kabul.

As my journey continued along the river in Kabul, I entered a different world; people 

were injecting themselves with bereavement. As I went closer beneath the famous bridge 

–Pol-e-Sukhta, the foul stench of urine and faeces blinded my nasal system. The addicts 

were like immovable rocks, fixed only on the blazing flame of their matches heating the 

heroin precipitate until it smoked. After several blissful flashes, they entered the state 

they craved most of all, where nonentity touches them.

After a while of observing them, I departed before they were alarmed by my presence.

Ahead of me was a bumpy, vigilant road, thriving with activity – this was the enchanting 

turmoil of Kabul. The roads filled with reckless drivers; among them were boys playing 

innocently. The youthful spirits rose to the game of football, as one whistled they barged 

with their bare feet, aiming for the goal (used plastic bottles). The dust from the ground 

elevated into a tornado, despite this, their imagination opened smiles and laughter. 

Alongside them, deprived young boys aged around four waved their steel tins with smoke 

which caused a ringing sound – the legend has it that the smoke bears off evil spirits.  

I continued walking, until I spotted a young woman covered in a blue burqa from the 

corner of my eye. She had a newly-born baby curled up on her lap, the baby’s agitated 

cry revealed several weeks of hunger. The woman began begging, her hands arose in 

dismay, moving side to side in distress, the passers-by continued normally with their 

lives. Such a scene was not a surprise to me as back home homeless people amongst the 

shopping centre plead, “Spare change?’’ which falls on deaf ears and diverted eyes. My 
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hands caressed the helpless woman, all her pain, struggle and loss seeped into my soul, 

although, her eyes hid through the prison like cloth, her soft-spoken voice came through 

and comforted me, “Bless you, my dear.’’

Moments later, I stopped a taxi to see the treasuries; no seat belt was worn. As I gradually 

opened the door, antagonism uncovered, and my optic had a glimpse of the oppressor’s 

here - the Taliban. The taxi driver directed me to ‘Qargha’ the river Thames of Afghanistan, 

where the water of Paradise flowed softly with peace. The river occupied by a bevy of 

swan boats, which caused slow waves to twirl away the misfortunes.

The sky had signs of hostility, with the sun burning its light frantically.  

At sunset, the angelic Athan (Muslim call to prayer) called by the solitary human voice, 

spiritually pulled me into the remains of a mosque to offer prayer. I was standing upright 

shoulder to shoulder amongst women: from the crippled to the pregnant, this unified our 

souls.

After prayer, I decided to make my way home.

My shoes slid across the rocky hill like 

streets where I came to a hidden explosive 

just outside my aunties’ house. This mine 

was one of the thousands that have been 

undertrained and lost during the endless 

years of war. I was making my way around 

it which needed precaution as one false 

movement would have killed me. This 

move taken by me has been made by the 

citizens every day, and not everyone is as 

lucky as me.

The night approached, and the sun drifted into its cage, the only light for the people of 

Afghanistan were the stars that chained the sky.

By Ariana
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-  P O E M  -

 Fruits grow on her branches,

she waters it day and night.

They pick at her branches,

leaving not a fruit in sight.

Undesirable are her branches,

once, beautiful and glowing.

Fruit absent on her branches,

lifeless, nothing growing.

 The sun discovers her branches,

looking miserable and torn.

He shines on her branches,

a tiny green leaf is born.

Leaves accumulate on her branches,

followed by one gorgeous flower.

Strong and resilient are her branches,

displaying efficacy and power.

Fruits grow on her branches,

she waters it day and night.

They don’t pick at her branches,

she now knows her right.

Her branches are her branches,

not for everyone in sight.

Her Branches

Sumaiya
@alittleSvmthing

What is your favourite dish and why?

This is pretty difficult as there’s such a huge 

variety of dishes to choose from! But, if I 

had to pick one, it would be grilled chicken. 

Very simple and humble yet so satisfying. 

I love it when the chicken is cooked to 

perfection, succulent and full of flavour. It’s 

also a great source of protein and a staple 

piece in many dishes from around the 

world, you just can’t go wrong with grilled 

chicken!

 

Which dish or food do you like as an 

adult now but hated as a child?

Lasagna! Or is it lasagne? A question that 

still boggles the mind till this day. I really 

didn’t like the dish because of the minced 

meat and the sauces used. But, once I 

mastered the art of making lasagne with 

my preferred flavours and spices, I loved it 

and so did all my friends and family. It’s like 

a “secret” recipe that I have passed onto 

many people. So, I guess that makes it less 

of a secret.

 

If you are a vegetarian or vegan, or 

allergic to certain foods … How has this 

impacted your social interactions with 

friends, family, work colleagues?

My allergies to certain foods hasn’t really 

impacted anyone, that I know of. It’s just 

a different type of milk (lactose-free) to 

be added to the weekly shopping list. 

However, when it comes to family members 

preparing lunch or dinner, going out with 

friends for meals, it can be difficult to 

explain to them that certain foods (dairy 

especially) don’t sit very well with me.

Get to Know: 
Sumaiya

https://www.instagram.com/alittleSvmthing/
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-   T H O U G H T  P I E C E   -

THIRD CULTURE KID
B Y  N O R E E N
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The other day I participated in a job application training. There we got talking to the coach 
about struggles one might have because of their background, for instance being judged by 
their non-western name on their application. I was also asked why I cover my head (I wear a 
Hjiab) – the coach did not ask this with malicious intentions, she was simply interested in our 
opinions about ourselves. 

I responded that it is a part of my identity and again, she asked me if I felt more like a German 
or a Pakistani (as I belong to a Pakistani family). My response was that I feel I belong to 
Pakistan, but as I was born and raised in Germany, I cannot and nor do I want to separate 
myself from being German. Thereupon, she asked if I was aware that there was a specific 
term for people like me and that is, ‘Third-Culture-Kid‘ – a phrase used for children who grow 
up in a culture different from their parents and therefore create a new identity based on their 
experiences from two cultures – one at home, one outside their home. 

Her words got me questioning 
how young adults like myself 

cope with two cultures 
I spoke to a close Russian friend of mine, who said she also thinks a lot about it. She mentioned 
how she finds it easier to connect with people with somewhat similar experiences and 
struggles, but then again is also very comfortable interacting with individuals from different 
backgrounds. 

In Germany after the second world war, foreigners had a big hand in helping to build the 
country again. Those ’helpers’ from various countries became a part of the society. That is 
one of the main reasons why in Germany you will befriend people from all backgrounds, 
something you may not always find in other countries. 

Sometimes I find that it can be easier to speak to people who also come from various cultural 
backgrounds as they too understand the struggle of dealing with two different worlds. Then 
again, those who might not be from such a background are sometimes also very interested 
in the cultural mix. Just a few weeks ago a German friend said that I should not feel obliged 
to keep my parents’ traditions alive whilst growing up in Germany. I told him that my decision 
was based on my own feelings! I did not decide to live like this because I feel that I owe it to my 
parents or anyone, but because I wanted to establish my own identity and feel like I belonged.
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I later asked myself the question: when I look in the mirror, what do I see? 

I see someone that looks like they are from the South-Asian part of the world, so how can 
I possibly deny it? But does that mean only because of your looks it is decided where you 
belong? No! But it is part of identity. Though my skin colour might suggest I am from another 
part of the world, I feel at home in the city I was born and raised in. Germany is my home. 
What a rich culture I have created for myself without even recognizing it. I can relate to so 
many people on different levels because I am taking part in two different societies.  

When you meet people and they talk about your roots or background, they sometimes ask 
you about cultural issues or politics in the particular country your parents are from. You are, 
in some way, seen as an ambassador for that country. Personally, I think that is the point 
where some of the confusion for young people arises. Many ‘third culture kids’ might feel they 
don’t belong to their parents’ country and only belong to the society they grew up in. They 
may even feel that growing up with two worlds makes it hard for them to fully appreciate and 
grasp either one. And that is where they can feel lost. 

I strongly believe that being different gives you a kind of self-confidence no one can take 
from you. We should always celebrate differences. Experience tells me that the problem 
people may have with ‘foreigners’ is not actually the differences themselves, but the ability to 
communicate them on a level where no one is offended. 

Everyone you meet in life has something to offer

We can learn something from everyone

My friends and I enjoy each other’s cultures – although we grew up in Germany, we share 
parts of each other’s backgrounds, whether that be the music, food, history, clothes or a 
couple of words from their language.  Only if you let people talk and share their knowledge 
will it also increase your awareness, even if you are not sitting within the country that culture 
originates from. Speaking to an individual who represents it can teach you a whole lot! It’s just 
about having an open mind. 

This is only my side of the story – how I chose to deal with both worlds. If you have some 
similar thoughts or you want to share your experiences, we would love to hear them! 
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Fresh off the Cutting Board:
B L A C K  B E A N  A N D  C O R N  S A L A D

B Y  A M I N A  A H M E D

Spring is right around the corner and as we watch the ice and snow of winter melt 

away, our taste buds long for the return of bright and fresh flavors. This recipe is a 

guiltless feast for the stomach and the eyes. Quick and easy to make, it’s the PERFECT 

thing to bring over to a friends house. I’ve served it at quite a few parties myself and it’s 

always the first dish to finish. After all, no one can say no to salad!

I N G R E D I E N T S

• 1 can of black beans, 

rinsed in cold water

• 1 can of corn, rinsed in 

cold water

• 1 (or ½) small red onion, 

finely chopped

• 1 (or ½) jalapeno pep-

per, finely chopped

• 1 avocado, chopped

• 1 mango, chopped

• 1 tomato, chopped

• generous batch of 

cilantro, chopped

• the juice of 1-2 lemons, 

as desired

• a dash of olive oil

• salt and pepper, as 

desired

-  R E C I P E  -
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I believe that we should always trust 

our feelings. Especially when it comes to 

relationships. Our feelings tell us a lot, 

but usually we don’t hear them. Or maybe 

we don’t want to listen to them, because 

it hurts. I have made this mistake several 

times. I tend to suppress my feelings, 

but with time I have learnt not to do this 

anymore.

We must realize that some people will 

not be in our lives forever. When you feel 

that your relationship no longer makes 

you happy, you must be able to distance 

yourself. 

Your best friend may not be your best 

friend after 10 years. The man you wanted 

to marry at the age of 20, may not be the 

man you marry at the age of 25. And this 

is okay.

 It always hurts to let go of a person you 

once loved dearly. But we have to know 

that this is part of life. We must be able 

to let go in order to find the right person. 

I am not just talking about romantic 

relationships, but also friendships. I think 

it’s really important to let those people, 

who aren’t right for you, go. 

I had to do it too and I’m going to 

be honest, it wasn’t easy. But once it 

happened, it felt so good. I always felt 

obliged to be someone else just to 

maintain those relationships. I couldn’t be 

myself anymore. 

We should not feel obligated to hang out 

with people when we truthfully don’t want 

to anymore. Make sure you are always 

honest in your relationships. Not honest 

in the sense that you shouldn’t lie, but be 

honest about what you want with yourself. 

Don’t force yourself to love someone. If it 

doesn’t work anymore, it is okay not to 

distance yourself.

Life is too short. This is your life. Leave 

those people and feel the happiness.

Trust Your 
Feelings

-  T H O U G H T  P I E C E  -

B Y  E L I F
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Diary Entry #4:

The trouble with editing is that you need to have even more brain power than you 

do to write the story.  The writing bit always came so easy, but I have really struggled 

with my editing over the last few weeks.  Trying to fit this in around my day job has 

been tough, mainly due to the fact that each change needs to be thought over and 

reviewed to be the most perfect that it can be.  I have always said that if I am going 

to send my book off to Literary Agents in the hope of finding a Publisher, then I am 

going to do it properly.  With this, however, comes the burden of time.  

The first fortnight of the month were dark days in relation to my writing, I buried 

my head in the sand and knew that I was doing so.  The edits that were required all 

made sense and I completely agreed with each point that @writinglaraferrari had 

made, but I just couldn’t bring myself to commit to making these changes.  When 

I did get down to editing I was getting through a page a day which was taking on 

average an hour or two.  This wasn’t good enough and I knew that my mind wasn’t 

in the right place.  Thank goodness for Instagram, I have only a handful of followers 

but I appreciate each one of them as they listen and support my journey through 

thick and thin.  I eventually got to a point where I publicly admitted that I had hit the 

editing wall, the words of encouragement came flooding in through comment and 

private message.  Some writers were sharing my pain and the light began to shine 

through - this was normal. The creative block and frustration that comes with the 

editing process is all part of the package and most importantly others felt it too.  We 

sent each other supportive messages and I began to see that this is just part of the 

journey that I need to go through.  Writing is the easy part, editing and tweaking 

takes strength and patience.

After my public declaration of what felt like defeat, I began a ‘7 days of 7 reasons why’ 

on Instagram.  This gave me the platform to remind myself of why I am writing and 

why I am aiming for this dream.  By my final post, I felt so much stronger and clearer 

as to why I needed to get through my editing.  It took me some time, but I then knew 

that whether it took me six weeks or six months, I would get the editing done in 

order to send off my submission.  I will do this.

Current Status:
BOOK ONE FINAL EDIT STILL UNDERWAY



My day job has been difficult this month, very intense and stressful which has also affected my 

ability to work on my writing during evenings and early mornings.  At most, I calculated that I had 

worked a 67-hour week leaving no time for editing.  I was beating myself up about this, feeling 

guilty that I was slowing down my ability to achieve my dream.  As I worked through this thought 

process of guilt and resentment I concluded (after lots of soul searching) that I still need to pay 

the bills and there will be times when writing may have to take a back seat, it’s a temporary thing 

and after a few weeks of consideration I am now okay with that.

I went to see A Wrinkle In Time over the weekend with my daughter and Mum.  It was absolutely 

inspiring.  I was really encouraged to think that it was written in 1962 and still so relevant today 

with its futuristic theme, where Madeleine L’Engle would have broken boundaries with her writing 

back then.  Seeing her ideas come to life in the movie was really moving and motivational for me, 

I just know that I can do this.  I look forward to reading the book over the coming days and seeing 

how it compares to the movie. Better than this I see that there were five books in the series that 

I can’t wait to get my teeth into.  Leaving the cinema with an ‘I can do this’ mindset allowed me to 

feel comfortable about cracking on with my editing and getting a more secure start on book two 

of the series.

Editing this month has most importantly allowed me to become a better writer.  Every point and 

comment that @writinglaraferrari has given me is clear and spot on.  In editing these first few 

chapters I have already further developed my writing and made my story even more clear with a 

stronger impact.  I truly can’t wait to launch this into the world and that in itself keeps me going 

now that I am over this terrible hump.  Editing has shown me a new side to the writing experience 

that I am learning about and (dare I say it) starting to enjoy.

So here I am, all hopes laid bare…

S.D.Donlevy
@sddonlevy
#Followmystory

https://www.instagram.com/s_d_donlevy/
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B Y  R O S S I T Z A 

What we can still learn from

-   C R E A T I V E  W R I T I N G   -

Fables
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We have all heard of them and, in fact, a lot of them were read to us like fairy tales 

when we were children. They were always short, to the point and usually had titles 

like “The Crow and the Pitcher” or “The Ass, the Fox and the Lion”. In the context of 

fables, “ass” is another word for donkey – it took me ages to figure that one out. 

When the light bulb finally went on, I felt like a proper donkey.

Fables are an ancient story genre dating back to centuries B.C. They used to be told 

orally from generation to generation originally not to entertain, but as a practical 

form of teaching the recipient something about life. Another characteristic of a 

fable is the fact that it mostly uses animals as characters that speak and behave 

in a human way. All of them have an example or lesson they convey through the 

very short narrative. Here and there one might also find a human appearing in the 

classical fables by Aesop, or the fables of more modern times by Gotthold Ephraim 

Lessing. “Der Stricker” was an author of fables, who partly invented whenever he 

couldn’t find an original. His work follows the popular theme of a fable acting as 

a warning against the evil of the powerful. Mind you, he lived in the 12th century. 

One of my favourite ways of describing a fable is one that I read a while ago – 

“a fable is a virtual world depicting the behaviour of a real world by telling an 

exemplary story of a lesson.” 

One of my favourite fables is the one of “The Fox and the Grapes” telling the tale of 

a fox that tried to reach some ripe grapes hanging from a vine by jumping as high 

as he could. After realizing they are just too high, he walks away remarking that 

they must be quite sour instead of ripe. I often think of it when I hear someone 

putting something down because they know they can’t have it. Like when someone 

passes by a large house or a luxurious car and tries too hard to find a flaw in the 

owner or the property, just because he or she would actually like to have the same 

secretly. Or, for example, people putting down the appearance, hobbies or private 

life of others because they secretly envy them. 

Why can’t we let others be? 
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It seems, this is an ancient yet very up to date problem.

Another famous fable is the one about “The Hare and the Tortoise”. At the end 

it says, “Slow and steady wins the race.” I can’t say that I fully agree with it as a 

general wisdom that’s always applicable, but it is true that every single one of us 

can only go through life and try to achieve anything at our own pace. Burning too 

fast only goes well for so long before you burn yourself into the ground, but not 

burning at all seems to me like a life not lived.

Can these simplified and shortened stories be found in the modern world as 

well? Is there something like a modern fable? And if so, do they still have a lesson 

to give? If you’ve been reading my blog or followed my Instagram  posts you will 

know, that I am a fan of the ‘Dilbert‘ comic strips by Scott Adams. In only three 

to four squared little drawings he depicts the reality of business and business 

behaviour in a simplified and, definitely, exaggerated way which makes you think, 

nod and laugh at the same time. I don’t know if he is trying to convey some sort 

of morale, but most of us can agree with the general truth of his comics strips. 

And, to be honest, it also lightens my heart whenever I’ve been taking something 

too seriously at work.

Another good example are the black and white comic strips by ‘Sarah’s 

Scribbles’on Facebook. Her style refers mostly to daily life and being an introvert, 

but their truth still makes you smile and think.

It might seem that I like humorous and slightly sarcastic comic strips – and if you 

think that then you are most definitely right. After all, who doesn’t agree that 

the hilarious comics at the end of each issue are one of the best things about 

the New Yorker magazine? If you find other examples of modern world fables, 

please do let me know! Being able to tell a story that makes someone else think 

about a situation or problem and smile about it at the same time, is among the 

most intriguing things about writing short stories, for me.

https://www.instagram.com/litandpie/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/DoodleTimeSarah/
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What is a human being? It sounds like a 
simple question, right? I guess (somewhat) 
scientifically speaking we are bags of 
water with various types of cells, a few 
organs and blood floating around held 
together by skin and muscles on a frame 
of bones. Brains to process our thoughts. 
Feelings and hormones buzzing between 
neurones. Tongues and lips that we might 
communicate organised sounds to one 
another. I’m sure we could all agree on 
that much.

Society doesn’t seem to find the notion of 
a human being quite as simple to define. 
Within each and every society, some 
people are more respected than others. 
When one looks closely at this, some 
intersections and marginalised groups 
within this shared bubble we live in, are 
not treated the same. Not given the same 
rights. Not valued the same.

What is it that makes one human being 
more valuable than another? The colour 
of the skin we see has so much misguided 
importance and determines a lot, but 
it holds together the same cells and 
water we know we all share underneath. 
Different levels and types of melanin 
determine the shade of skin we wear and 
apparently the status we might hold in 
the world.

Racism and colourism, on an 
infrastructural level, tell us that white 
people - and within ethnic groups – 
lighter-skinned people, have privilege in 
the UK. The pigmentation of someone’s 
skin is undeniably a determining factor in 
the value they are given. We start to see 
that history seems to be more significant 
in conditioning us as to what is a human 
being, rather than science.

What is a 
Human Being?
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The faster society changes and adapts to 
new ways of living, the more conditions 
there seem to be as to what makes a 
person’s life valued. The colour of one’s 
passport and one’s nationality, either 
gives incredible status or extreme lack 
of it. How can a passport have so much 
impact on the perception of worth? If 
someone is lacking in a passport at all, or 
in any kind of papers or documentation, 
then they are insignificant. The absence of 
these mean that individual has no rights 
whatsoever, it’s as if they don’t exist. 

Do words written on paper determine a 
human being’s actuality?

Refugees might have a different colour 
skin from the majority. The different 
words that come out of their mouth might 
sound different; the religion they believe 
in may be alien and the flag of their home 
country may just be unrecognisable. All of 
these factors make them undesirable. 

Less human? People refuse to understand 
or know their struggle, making it false 
and invalid in their own minds. Having no 
comprehension of whatever it might be 
that any refugees are fleeing from, does 
not mean that it isn’t real. 

Many of us are lucky enough to not have 
faced a situation where risking our life 
and the life of our children/family is  still 
the better option –  we cannot pass 

judgment. The same privileged people 
would expect an open welcome if they 
were ever running for their lives, because 
they have never been turned away. They 
have never had to question the worth of 
their own life. 

Women are attacked and abused on a 
daily basis by those closest to them, by 
acquaintances and by total strangers. 
Why is there still so much abuse against 
women? Women had to fight, struggle 
and strive and still are doing so all over the 
world, just to survive. All through history, 
women had to demand to have the same 
rights as their male counterparts. Women 
were property before they were people. 
Women were silenced before they forced 
men to hear their voices. Some biological 
differences determining gender have a 
role on the rights and importance given 
to that person. Are women not as human 
as men?

Society tells us that we have moved on 
from history, that things are better. So 
much has changed. No more slavery, no 
more segregation, women have rights, no 
more war. How much has changed when 
history has left behind its mess like the 
dregs of tea that remain at the bottom 
of the cup, long after it has been drunk. 
The odour of history lingers and as a 
society we are struggling to shake it off. 
I’m wondering if we ever will. Safiya
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Hello, this is me…
She crawls out from within me 

Stands beside me 
And states “hey, I’m her twin anxiety”

She resembles me they reply 
“Spitting image”, they gasp 

“Can’t tell you both apart!” they exclaim 
“Two peas in a pod” they say  

They say, they say, they say

She symbolises a parallel world me 
Two cosmos’s clash into each other me 

A command C me 
A Frankenstein made in a lab me 

I keep her locked away- in the tower of my mind 
Away! In a chest, with locks and metal chains 

I hide the keys in places I am not aware
I close my eyes – and throw them into oblivion 

When I am dreaming of my wanderlust fantasies 
I sometimes find them in the beach in Bali

And she unleashes 

She escapes every time

Unlocks the butterfly museum that is my belly 
Pins my hands and legs down 

And casts a spell on my heart to beat faster 
She is unstoppable. She is venom. 

When she is liberated 
She recites the mantra of uncertainty to me 

Over, over, over, over, over, over and over again 
She convinces me she is everything I am not 

The smarter twin 
The creative twin 

The witty twin
The intellectual twin 

The twin EVERYONE prefers

And why would I possibly want to go out 
with my friends in five minutes twin?

-   P O E M   -

C O N J O I N E D 

T W I N S
B Y  B A R E E R A  G H A F F A R
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She ties me up and holds me hostage in a body that I am all 
too familiar with. 

My own body turning against itself, destroying itself, 
destroying me  and diminishing MY SOUL- piece by piece 

I call my friends “I am not feeling too good, maybe next time?’ 
And the next time rolls around and my twin is at it again 

And I am running out of excuses- because it’s the same thing 
every time 

What I fear most is becoming a reality.

I have left antidotes of this in shells  

But of course! They echo my twin 
The shape shifter 

Who adapts to what suits HER 
So, I am pushed to the side 

And they say

“You have changed, where have you been?” 

But the truth is-
I’ve always been here 

But I go deeper than most care to dive 
They’re scared to drown 

But what they don’t realise is 
I am the lifeguard here 

I WILL save you- even if you can’t save me 

Because you know what? 
!  have taken full control of what’s in front of me 

I have seized control from my twin 
And sent her packing somewhere else 

To assemble herself 

 I do what scares me- I step out of MYSELF 
I fly like a kite- far and high 

Free like a bird who swoons in the sky 

My twin comes to visit sometimes 
But we have become ONE

So, I can soothe and put her to sleep
And tell her “it will all work out” 

To love herself- because really, she is

Whole.

 you already know the answers 
you just have to trust yourself.
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-  R E V I E W  -

The Realism of 

'The Handmaid’s Tale’
B Y  R A J E S H WA R I

*May contain spoilers*

Before we start our analysis, let me give you 
a synopsis of the book if you’re unaware of 
it.
 
The Handmaid’s Tale is a dystopian novel 
by Canadian author Margaret Atwood. It 
is set in a near-future New England, in a 
totalitarian, Christian theonomy that has 
overthrown the United States government. 
The novel focuses on the journey of the 
handmaid, Offred.  Offred is a Handmaid 
in the Republic of Gilead. She may leave 
the home of the Commander and his wife 
once a day to walk to food markets, whose 
signs are now pictures instead of words 
because women are no longer allowed 
to read. She must lie on her back once 
a month and pray that the Commander 
makes her pregnant, because in an age 
of declining births, Offred and the other 
Handmaids are valued only if their ovaries 
are viable. Offred can remember the years 
before, when she lived and made love with 
her husband, Luke; when she played with 
and protected her daughter; when she 
had a job, money of her own, and access 
to knowledge. But all of that is past for her 
– for she must strive to survive.
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Atwood had clearly written “The Handmaid’s Tale” as a response to 

stigmatised ideologies and the dangers of its consequences. It seems that 

Atwood was vastly clairvoyant, because after reading this book, it was 

revealed that many of its ideas are as relevant as they were then.

1) Women are still forced to shoulder the blame if they are violated.

Towards the beginning of the story, during the flashback of Offred’s memories 

at Red Centre where they were trained, she reminiscences how women were 

encouraged to blame or reprimand the gang-rape victim. The handmaids would 

chant that it was the victim’s fault suggesting that it’s up to the woman to “make 

the boundaries” when it came to physical contact with men and that women’s 

accusations are not taken at their word – unfortunately, this can still be seen in 

today’s world.

2) More and more information is being digitalised. 

Before Offred was thrown into the shackles of being a handmaid, she used to work 

at a library transferring books to CDs “to cut down storage space”. Today we not only 

have millions of books converted to digital format, but millions more exist in digital 

form like Kindle, etc. Same is the case with money. There is no ‘Compubank’ yet, but 

millions of people worldwide use debit cards instead of paper money because of 

their convenience. 

3) Debates around women’s choice to have children are still ongoing. 

Decreasing birth rates and fertility form the basis for the Commander-Wife-

Handmaid triad in ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’. Another aspect of it is the debate 

surrounding motherhood itself. During a secret visit with Offred, the Commander 

explains why the current system works better than before: “Money was the only 

measure of worth, for everyone, they got no respect as mothers. No wonder they 

were giving up on the whole business.” The debate about women who choose to 

become mothers versus those who choose to be childless is still a raging topic.
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4) There have been attempts to restrict access to birth control.

In the book’s appendix, “Historical Notes on The Handmaid’s Tale”, a keynote 

speaker Prof. James Darcy Piexoto clearly states that Rumania banned birth control 

outright even before Gilead. As anybody would have noticed, the last few years have 

been a rife with attempt after attempt to make it harder for women to get affordable 

birth control.

5) People are still using religious beliefs to push their own agendas.

In this book, the society uses Christian ideals to justify discrimination and violence. 

In the scene where Offred was praying in her bedroom in Gilead, she says to God: “I 

don’t believe for an instant that what’s going on out there is what You meant.” 

6) An important factor in the decline of birth ratesis a major plot point in 

the novel.

That is all of the chemicals, toxins and radiation in the environment that has 

rendered women sterile and difficult to give birth to healthy babies. The effects 

aren’t as extreme yet as enlisted in ‘The Handmaid’s Tale,’ but we are currently 

seeing the harmful effects of the environment on humans in our currently climate. 

7) People have become detached from emotions in relationships. 

Romanticism changes with each generation, but when the Commander laments how 

the people were starting to lack the ability to feel in a close relationship, you might 

wonder if he envisioned Millennials blithely swiping left or right on Tinder apps, 

searching for love without the right connection.

8) The media in ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’, 

Offred gathers with her adopted family to watch the news on war and at one 

point she wonders whether what the media show is real. It’s a question we are still 

working on, perhaps now more than ever.

This is how Margaret Atwood’s dystopian novel ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ which 

portrays how women were reduced to a basic commodity in North America, 

is strikingly real as ever.
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abroad i am

a splitting distance

like a stretched vessel from the heart

hoping to return

to function once again

 

i wake up and yearn.

for my bare feet on ancient tiles

and your rich carpets;

smell your roses;

to hold your tea leaf jar;

greet the city of poets

whose souls lyrically sweeten the air

with tender stanzas.

 

when distant from you,

a mistaken knot forms

in the weaving of my heart.

realising stunning complexities,

reddening fantasies.

 

return my expiring corpse to your streets

where the city pauses on the prayer call.

Allah. resume.

An Ode To My 

Homeland
-  P O E M  -

B Y  A M A R A

where women lured with breathing fringes

hoisting their bright scarves

return my expiring corpse to your nights.

we danced,

told traditional stories,

laughed. and danced until

the stars imitated us

and we wandered into a heaven.

 

my arteries pump your pomegranate juice

a souring seed,

i am more alive now.

 

away i am from you,

upon my skin are holes

growing,

of this dispersing despair,

wallowed by impatience

so unfair.

i stretch out my hand towards your name on 

a map once more,

the whitening mountains.

impose me back!

spin me in your greening gardens once again!
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We often come across words like 

passion and obsession during our 

everyday talks. These words, I must 

say, have quietly sneaked into our 

own dictionaries so much so that the 

fine line of difference between the 

two have begun to blur. But let me 

take you a step back just to clear the 

fog and let you understand what both 

these words stand for. This needs 

to be quick, because I must tell you 

this before your passions distort into 

obsessions and eat your life up. 

Our passions need to be identified 

in their true forms, we also need to 

Passion or Obsession
-  T H O U G H T  P I E C E  -

‘Passion is a positive 
obsession. Obsession is a 

negative passion.’
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establish the level of that passion. 

Then… its boundaries need to be 

defined, but at the same time, we 

need to go the extra mile to make the 

absolute most of it.

Passion, the dictionary defines as a very 

strong emotion or great enthusiasm 

for an activity or something else. 

More than anything, it is what we feel 

or go through when we are engaged 

in it. The satisfaction. The pleasure. 

It’s difficult to put that in words. For 

something to qualify as your passion, 

it should interest you greatly and you 

should be absolutely enjoy doing it. 

Passions vary widely. It could range 

from sharing your thoughts and ideas 

with others, or something else like 

painting, gardening, driving, public 

speaking – the list is endless. My 

passion will be different from yours. 

But trust me, all of us will be passionate 

about something or another.

On the flip side is obsession, which 

could even turn deadly. They could be 

mild, light or intense (you could even 

call it addiction). Literally speaking, 

obsessions eat you up, they can even 

occupy your dreams. It is what your 

mind is constantly preoccupied with or 

something which you are persistently 

thinking about. It could be a person 

who has taken ‘that’ place in your 

heart or even something like a game 

on your tech-device. Obsessions are 

unhealthy. They make you run out of 

steam and hope. It is difficult to get 

over them and they slash all your long-

term goals and leave nothing in store 

for you.

To strike a balance between the two 

is what adds spice to your life. The 

first step to this is realisation. Sit back, 

declutter your thoughts, retrospect 

and filter your passions from your 

obsessions. Make enough room for 

passions in your life and invest in them. 

Like Confucius once said, ”Choose a 

job you love and you will never have 

to work again”. Give them your full go. 

Do not ever say YES to things that hurt 

you and learn to pull the brake in your 

life wherever necessary because like 

my father always tells me, ”Too much 

of anything is good for nothing.”

Adila
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I’m not sure about other countries, 
but here in mine, in our second-last 

year of school, we are required to 

choose between the art stream and 

science stream. So, at the mere age 

of 16, I was confident that I was going 

to either be a forensic or a dentist – 

so damn ambitious, huh. But then I 

graduated and unfortunately my final 

results for my science subjects weren’t 

all that great. Of course, at this point, 

I was devastated and lost as of what 

to do, clearly my well-laid out college 

plan was going down the drain. 

Then I realised that it was all right, in 

fact it was great that I couldn’t pursue 

dentistry or forensic, because honestly 

it was never my passion to drill and 

pluck people’s teeth, and to be honest 

I only liked forensic because of CSI. On 

the contrary, I loved writing, and I could 

actually see myself pursuing that, and 

so I decided I’d take a diploma in Mass 

Communication instead, and of course 

major in Journalism during my degree. 

Yay! All sorted out? Not!

In my last semester during my diploma, 

I did my internship as a copywriter in 

an advertising company. I was crafting 

blog posts, writing video scripts, and 

copies – you could say I was in a writer’s 

paradise. Soon enough, I realised that 

P U R S I N G  W H AT 
YO U  LOV E

B Y  K A S T U R I

-  T H O U G H T  P I E C E  -
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this was what I wanted to do; I didn’t 

want to go back to college, sit through 

3 years of hell a.k.a assignments, tests 

and presentations, and start all over. I 

was a 20-year old, who had an undying 

passion for writing and although I 

wasn’t really happy with work (I’ll get 

to this in a bit), I finally knew exactly 

what it is that I wanted in life.

As my internship was ending, my kind 

bosses offered me a full-time job and 

I was so damn excited at first. But 

then that took a turn for the worst; 

what used to be excitement of going 

to work, now was just plain anxiety, I 

literally woke up wishing that the bed 

would swallow me whole just so that I 

did not need to go to the office. I was 

in such a bad place, writing was my 

passion and it still is, but whatever I 

was doing there it never felt like me – 

my writing was often altered so much 

that my essence was lost. 

Call me a brat, or whatever, but I feel 

if you’re not happy doing something, 

then you simply shouldn’t do it. 

Because no matter what, your mental 

health comes before everything else. 

And so, after a long debate and deep 

contemplation, I finally realised that it 

was time to quit, and so I did. About 

a month later, I found another job as 

a freelance writer, and I’m so thankful 

for that, because now I’m content with 

work, life, and everything else seems 

to be going perfectly fine. 

Now let’s get to tertiary education. I 

have only completed the first part of it, 

and naturally I was expected to get a 

degree, and to be honest I would love 

to. But not just any degree, I want to 

take the creative writing course that 

Deakin offers. It perfectly syncs with 

all that I love and want to pursue, but 

the cost, and on top of that currency 

exchange makes it impossible. And 

that’s alright, because I don’t need 

that degree to make me happy, I’m 

satisfied with the way my life is now, 

and someday I’ll find a way to pursue 

my degree, but for now, I loved my 

job, and I knew freelance writing was 

exactly what I needed to do. So, here’s 

me hoping that I wouldn’t have to go 

back to college anytime soon, and 

instead would be granted with the 

opportunity to continue my life, just 

as it is. 

Now, if you’re reading this, and you’re 

facing something similar to me, then 



here are few tips, I gathered 

along the journey of living... 

- First of all, try and talk to 

someone about it. This not only 

helps you get it off your chest, 

but you might even have a 

clearer perspective and maybe 

even come to a decision. 

- Apart from that, make sure that 

whatever it is that you’re trying 

to pursue, seems reasonable. 

Don’t pack your bags and head 

on over to Hollywood, on a 

mission to become an actor, 

because let’s just be honest 

here, that is not how the world 

works. 

 

- Lastly, remember, people are 

going to say a lot of things, but 

you can either keep going or 

cave in to their pressure. 

Either way keep in mind that this 

is your life, and if you can’t see 

yourself doing whatever it is that 

you’ve chosen to do 10 years from 

now, then maybe it’s not the right 

thing, after all, be it your parent’s 

decision or your own passion. 
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-   P O E M   -

is a whole

B Y  C H H A V I  A D I T Y A

This is the story of the poet I once called mine
A story which was forced to be soaked 

Within spilled ink underneath the book of time

Did I say spilled ink ? 
Ink. 

Ink that coloured the pages red
And then blue

Ink that sometimes torment these pages too
Pages. 

Pages that were once filled with poetries
Are now filled with scribbled sad songs

A book that once embraced roses
Is now bleeding thorns

But it’s okay
It’s okay because no relationship is perfect

No man is an architect
No woman is any forgotten princess

Life, isn’t a fairytale

A fairytale?

But fairytales aren’t perfect too

number



Snow White had returned to kill the queen
Cinderella’s step family was mysteriously never seen

Fairytales aren’t perfect 
So, I look down at my imperfect bruises

Which he gifted my body yesterday
As any souvenir

The tattoo on my left wrist sting back
To the day he pierced his name on it saying

‘This way I’ll own your body forever’ 

He said he owns my body
But what about the scars on my heart

And on my soul
The soul which is screaming underneath my skin

To make it a whole

I take a deep breath
And close the book

Slowly walking out of treacherous words
Words, that held no rhyme but blank verse

And so
I tear myself off from this reluctant tapestry

Let my heart dance on the beat of prepossessing savagery
And I embrace
My new name

Called FREE 

Here ends the story of the love I once called mine
The word-made bridge has finally broken down over time

I’ve wandered enough
Searching for some fairytale to happen

Waiting for the flawless king
But this scent of freedom apprise 

I AM a queen
With

Or without
A king

No, I don’t need any shoulder
For one, is a whole number
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“FORGIVE YOURSELF FOR NOT KNOWING WHAT 
YOU DIDN’T KNOW BEFORE YOU LEARNED IT.”

In this journey called life, we have rejoiced various experiences; the ones that make us, the ones 

that break us and the ones that stay with us throughout. 

And in every tiny experience that we lived, we have left a part of us behind. 

The happy part, the sad part, the part with hurt and the part with regret. 

And with everything that is past there is a guilt of not being able to do things the right way. 

For instance, the things you said or the ones you did; which now seems to you a bit out of order. 

Even though we can be happy about the thought that we actually survived that moment; we are 

always holding a regret in our mind about the things that did not happen.

-  A D V I C E  -

WORDS TO HEAL:
EPISODE TWO

B Y  R I M S H A  J A I R A J P U R I

- Maya Angelou



But the thing with our mind is that it thinks too 

much.  It shares with you the possibility which 

might never have happened. Just to make you 

believe that your right was your wrong and your 

wrong will be your regret for not doing it right. 

And the list is long..

But in this world of stress; pilling up a bucket full 

of regret is not the ideal way to live a happy life.  

There will be regrets, there will be decisions and 

there will be possibilities always holding you back 

with a thought of ‘right and wrong.’ 

Flush those thoughts out of your mind by believing 

that what you did at a particular moment was 

right then and what you will do in the moment 

you have now will be right for this one. 

“ If it’s meant to be, it will be “

And forgive yourself for all that load of guilt and 

regret about things that happened in the past.  

It is past, after all. You can’t change it and all you 

can do is regret it.

And at the end of the day, we are not perfect and 

neither can we be. 

We are made to make mistakes so that we can 

learn from them rather than regretting them all 

our life; filling it up with misery. 

And every mistake needs either a rectification or 

forgiveness. 

It is for you to decide; 

Which one of them will you choose?
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-  A D V I C E  -

“Giving up is always an option, but not always a failure.” 

We all know it’s never easy to give up on things that mean a lot to you, but sometimes it 

might be the very thing that brings you one step closer to a better future. 

There’s this procedure some of us go through. Once we get what we want - whether 

that’s wealth, relationships - we adapt to those! But then after a while, the excitement 

fades. For example kids! If they want one particular toy, their whole world revolves 

around getting it. Yet, once they get that toy, their excitement slowly starts to fade and 

then they want something else.  

Learn to Live a 
Sucessful Life



If you want to achieve something better in life, you must first take care of the seemingly 

small things, such as your health, your mindset and where your time is spent. Until you 

appreciate what you currently have, more won’t make your life better.

It’s super important to give up that unhealthy lifestyle – easier said than done, 

I know! Before starting anything in life, you need to take care of your health, trying as 

hard as you can to stick to a healthy diet, getting quality sleep and being physically 

active. These small things can actually help! Now the question is how to actually do it!?  

Set your mindset and physically create a diet plan for yourself (article on how to do that 

pending!) 

Take a responsibility for your actions – It’s your life, sometimes those actions 

have good consequences and other times, you are left with regrets…but that’s part of 

life. Once you believe in something and take a step forward out of your comfort it can 

actually make a difference. Whether the results are good or bad, you will learn from it 

nonetheless.  It’s never wrong to make mistakes because you learn so much from them. 

But if you blame others for your mistakes, the consequences can be sticky. The best way 

to apologize is to say sorry with no excuses. 

It’s ok to deviate and not follow the crowd. At times it does feel like there are many 

people doing something that you are missing out on. But in most cases, you’re not 

missing out at all. The best thing is to do your own thing and make sure you have lots of 

new ideas to work around. Discover what energises you and pursue it! 

Listen to others. It’s never right to cut people off while they’re talking, even if it’s an 

employee, customer, other half, parent or even someone younger than you. I know 

sometimes it can be hard to listen to something when you don’t entirely agree, but by 

listening anyway you are being open minded and that is a brilliant quality to have.

Always remember to do your own thing because each one of us is unique and we need 

to confidently flaunt that! 

‘You only live once, but if you do it right, once is enough’
- Mae West 

Keep smiling- always

Rameen
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A U T H O R :  Sarah Jessen

-  B O O K  R E V I E W  -

JUST LISTEN

“All I’d ever wanted was to forget. But even when I thought I had, pieces had 

kept emerging, like bits of wood floating up to the surface that only hint at 

the shipwreck below. Because that is what happens when you try to run 

from the past. It doesn’t just catch up: it overtakes, blotting out the future, 

the landscape, the very sky, until there is no path left except that which leads 

through it, the only one that can ever get you home.”

B Y  S A N A

When you walk into a bookstore and your eyes first fall on this book, most will con-

sider it to be the typical ‘boy next door’ book, but only those who pick it up and take 

it home with them will realise it’s much more than that.

SUMMARY (Spoiler Free)
Just Listen by Sarah Dessen is not just another rom-com novel one enjoys from time 

to time, but a book exploring many issues relevant in today’s day and age. 

The story revolves around Annabel, a girl who is joining high school after the sum-

mer and is not ready to face the changes life is throwing at her - friendship dis-

putes, family problems (no one wishes to face), modelling career concerns, and her 

ever-changing environment. Then she befriends someone who she never thought 

she’d talk to, and slowly tries to heal and open up about her experiences.

 ~ Sarah Dessen, Just Listen



MY ANALYSIS
This book portrayed very well, the idea that what may seem perfect and look like a 

flawless life, is never what it actually is; there are always many more things hidden 

beneath the surface. In this book, Sarah Dessen shows the inside of a picture per-

fect life, but that is not the reason why I loved this book. What really appealed to me 

was the amount of present day issues it dealt with- eating disorders, family relations, 

sexual assault, and so much more in a remarkable way.

Subsequently, the characters were so well sketched out and described, that I could 

actually picture the characters driving down the roads, forgetting their problems 

into the world of music. 

The story too, of course was outstanding and really pulled the reader into the world, 

experiencing the blossoming friendships, relationships and more.
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GET A SPRING IN YOUR STEP
B Y  K A N WA L  M A L I K

"IS THE SPRING COMING?" HE SAID. "WHAT IS IT LIKE?"... "IT IS THE SUN 
SHINING ON THE RAIN AND THE RAIN FALLING ON THE SUNSHINE..."

--Frances Hodgson Burnett

-  R E C I P E  -

With the air becoming lighter, the sun being a little brighter, and the food fresher than 
ever, what better time to start loving green smoothies than springtime?

Spring is all about a fresh and clean start. Sunshine energises us to spring clean the 
house and get organised. If you’re feeling an urge to detox and get rid of any heaviness 
and stagnation from winter, you’re not alone. Spring is Mother Nature’s detox season. 
This change in season also helps us clean up our diet, when our bodies naturally crave 
raw cleansing foods. You’ll notice that bitter roots, sprouts, greens and berries come into 
abundance. These pungent (spicy), bitter and astringent foods help us naturally detox 
any excess fats and proteins out of our system. Although, our bodies do have their own 
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"WITH THE AIR BECOMING LIGHTER, THE 
SUN BEING A LITTLE BRIGHTER, AND 
THE FOOD FRESHER THAN EVER, WHAT 
BETTER TIME TO START LOVING GREEN 

SMOOTHIES THAN SPRINGTIME?"

built-in detoxifying organs – the 
liver especially. However, our not-
so-great eating habits get the best 
of us. Cleansing isn’t synonymous 
with dieting,  and is in no way a 
prescription for weight loss. Rather, 
it is about giving our bodies a needed 
rest from heavier digestion during 
the winter months and treating 
them to raw, energizing foods. There 
are all sorts of things that can leave 
us feeling a bit sluggish and in need 
of a recharge. We can support our 
natural detoxifying system by giving 
our bodies a break from sugar and/
or other toxic food additives.

To give your body an energetic 
boost for the day, try drinking a 
green smoothie for breakfast each 
morning for seven days in a row. 
And obviously, avoid sugar.

There are various smoothie tips, 
tricks, and recipes to be found 
online. Thus, I will list just a simple 
& basic recipe for you to try. 
Featuring beautifying and cleansing 
ingredients such as spinach, 
avocado, romaine lettuce, lemon 
and chia seeds, this smoothie will 
have you glowing from the inside 
out. It is sweetened only with 1 date, 
which is known as nature’s candy, 
and is completely raw. It makes a 
perfect breakfast that tastes like a 
thick milkshake and will keep you 
full through lunchtime.

I N G R E D I E N T S

• 2 cups water
• 1 avocado (pitted and 

peeled from the flesh)
• 1 head romaine lettuce
• 3 cups organic spinach
• 1 medium date
• Juice from one lemon
• Dash of cinnamon (op-

tional)
• 2 tbsp. chia seeds

DIRECT IONS

1. Place all the ingredients 
in the order listed in a 
large blender. 

2. Blend until a thick, 
shake-like consistency is 
reached. 

3. Consume immediately 
or place in the fridge for 
later use. 
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WALK 
AWAY

“Hey um–“ 

I stood in silence and stared at him as though he 
held the world in between his hands. 

“Hey what’s up?”

You would think it’s common sense to tell someone 
you love them, because who would ever put 
themselves through that torture? That’s what I 
thought, but then you realise that sometimes silence 
is the best solution. How can you expect a man who 
is in love with another woman to confess his love to 
you.

I repeated those words every day along with a 
prayer for the wellbeing of my heart, mind and soul. 

On the bus, on the train, and whilst walking amongst 
the crowd – everyday I repeated those words until 
they became fixated in my mind. Because the 
reality of it all is that I was in this alone, so I had to 
nurture my heart. Not once in a blue moon or once 
every month, but every day, it didn’t take me long 
to realise that the heart is a sensitive organ and 
it needs to be looked after. Just like the way you 
would look after a fragile new born baby, nurturing 
it and attending to its needs constantly. I did the 
same for my heart. 

I sighed tucking a strand of hair behind my ear. If 
only I could tell him the truth. 

“I just wanted to see how you are. Are you well?” 

A fragile smile appeared on his stern face for a split 
second, but then he returned to his mysterious and 
private demeanour. 

“Not too bad actually, same old same old. Nothing 
has really changed.”

I smiled. 

By Selena
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I never asked too many questions. I just wanted to make sure he was ok and at the best of 
health. But, I also wanted the same for me, so it was always a matter of being friendly and 
maintaining a distance. 

Even if it was hurting me inside.

I had learnt that remaining silent is the best therapy any person can do. That way you can 
accept your own feelings, and not expect validation from others. So be it that you may 
love someone or even miss them; you don’t need them. 

“That’s good, I’m glad you’re well.” 

“What about you? Is all good?” 

“I’m good thank you.” I smiled and kept to myself because deep down I knew things had 
to change. It’s not easy, it was never easy. But then again if it doesn’t challenge you, it will 
never change you. 

It had been a long time since my heart had felt a love so pure and warm. Because once 
my heart had tasted the bitterness of heartbreak and betrayal, I had finally learnt that not 
everyone keeps to their promises. And not everyone will feel so deeply. Most importantly, 
not everyone will stay in our lives. Some come and go and they will teach us lessons that 
can unfortunately can be learnt through a heartbreak. Don’t be disheartened by this, 
really and truly it is a blessing in disguise. 

We said our goodbyes and continued on with our day, I watched him walk away and I 
myself gradually walked away. 

I walked away from the constant need of feeling like I needed him – really and truly he 
had nothing different to offer me. I walked away from the prison I had put myself in, only 
believing that his love could look after me.d I walked away for my own wellbeing. 

Love is a wonderful thing and should always be felt, whether it may be only recognised 
after a heartbreak or within a friendship. Love is also walking away for your own 
wellbeing and for the wellbeing of a connection and bond that perhaps isn’t meant to 
last a life time, but was decreed to teach us morals and lessons that not every friend can 
teach us. 

Every person has something special about the love they give and the heartbreak that 
comes with it, and in life there are very few people where from the first instant you meet 
them, you fear the day that you will lose them.
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A bookshelf is the most important thing for a reader. It’s their passion, their love. I believe 
keeping your bookshelf creative and soothing is vital. It gives me immense pleasure to 

wake up and glance at my bookshelf first thing because it’s my inspiration!

HERE ARE SOME TIPS FROM ME FOR ARRANGING YOUR BOOKSHELF TO MAKE IT YOURS!

Space/Arrangement
It feels good when more books are visible. I have a small shelf with 5 partitions, and 

it's really tough to fit more than 500 books in it. I keep my books vertically, as Kkeeping 

Hhorizontally consumes a lot more space. Arrange books accordingly. Well, some 

arrange books colours wise, some do it Author wise. I arrange books that I have read 

and Books that are left to read.

Add fairy lights
Fairy lights add a bright touch to your shelvesand illuminate your pictures too! (That’s if 

you have any pictures perched on your shelf that is). 

Bottles
I always love collecting glass bottles. I recently painted a bottle and dropped some fairy 

lights into it, which honestly adds a lovely touch!  In another bottle, I added sand and 

a little leaf giving that travel feel. My shelf also holds a red-painted love bottle from 

#KalaGhoda (an annual art festival in Mumbai, India) that has Love is in the air on it. I 

also got myself a message bottle to which I add 365 days of happiness notes. 

-  B O O K  S T U F F  -

LITTLE THINGS 
MAKE LIFEBeautiful
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By Vidhya

There are so many different ways to liven up your bookshelf, all these mentioned above are only basic ideas! 

Happy book shelving fellow book worms! :) Check my accounts: 

www.instagram.com/reader_viddh  |  www.facebook.com/beingvidh

 Polaroids
I recently ordered Polaroids from thesnapstoreapp or lalalab and I am loving them. I 

printed photos of quotes and lines that I love the most and added them to the doors of 

my shelf. 

Dream catchers
Everyone has their own definition of the dream catcher. For me, it symbolises positivity. 

The colourful feathers add the beauty to your shelf making itlook vibrant! 

Funko props
Funko props are small figures that are now being added to shelves by book lovers. There 

are so many types available so it’s worth checking them out! 

A colorful pen stand
Yes, you read that right! A simple pen stand with lots of colourful pens add a nice dash 

of rainbow to the bookshelf. 

Sticky notes
Sticky notes with your timetable, reminders, goals or quotes  are a great way to 

personalise your shelf too! 

Candles
Of course, scented or even decorative candles are wonderful and they can look 

especially lovely on your bookshelf! You can even go that extra mile! I recently created 

my own DIY shelf out of wooden crates! Want to find out? Check out my links below.

http://www.instagram.com/reader_viddh
http://www.facebook.com/beingvidh
http://www.thesnapstoreapp.com/
https://www.lalalab.com/


Get Involved
Calling all writers, photographers, poets, story tellers, chefs, 
deep thinkers and travellers - #UnreadMagazine is the 
perfect platform for you to express yourself, embrace your 
talent and make your voice heard. 

Not only will your work be published, but you will be 
boosting your skills and adding to your experience. 
Perfect eh? 

Whether you’re an aspiring journalist, a part-time writer, a 
student with a dream or someone who is passionate about 
raising awareness of a certain movement, Unread welcomes 
you!

Interested? Get in touch now!

Send a short bio about yourself to 
unreadmagazine@gmail.com

Please mention:
- Your interests
- Your background (occupation/field of study)
- What could you bring to the magazine?

unreadmagazine@gmail .com

@unreadmag

unreadmag.com

@unreadmag

Thank You
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